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More than 150 arrested at Theta Chi party
by Erle J. Hedlund
EDrrDR-IN-cHfEF

--._

The pany ~t the Theta ·Chi
fraternity Thursday night didn't go
quite as well as planned.
Ten SL Cloud police officen
and tluee Stwns County sheriff's
deputies show«! up al U:06 p.m. al
105 FourthSt South atterreceivmg
a complaint about loud partying.

Upon arrival, the officers and
deputies evacuated the bwlding and
anested mon, than 150 people for
either misdemeanor underage
drinking or violations of the city

noise ordinance, according to Capt.
Len Smallwood, public infonnalion
officer f<X" the St Cloud Police
Department The ollicers did not
leave the scene until 4:15 a.m.
1\vo people were arrested for

obscructing legal process and jailed
overnight in the Steams County jaiL
Those charged with underage
consumption and noise violations
were fined and released on their
own recognizance. Smallwood

a semi-unconscious state and was
transported via ambulance to SL
Clood Hospital.
Lee Bird, intmm viee president
of student life and development,
moved to have Theta Ou placed on

said

interim suspension pending a
universisty investigation md formal
hearing on the incident uxl SCSU

Police estimate ~ t 200

people were 81 the party, including
several who were juveniles. One
juvenile, a 16-year-oJd male, was in

President Bruce Grube approved
the tootion, according to Eugene

Gilchrist,

vice

president

can

wanted to put a freeze on
activities,"Gilcbristsaid.
The uni,cnity has already heeo

~ :!.r':ct~.t!;..':r
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21 student

Committee

gfOUJ?S

fi.nds _SCSU

lose status

has made
cultural

by Jodi Wallin
~ ASSISTANT NEWS EDfTOR

Paperwodc is important.

of

academic affairs.
''Until we
sort this out, we

•

That is the simple fact of life many

organizations on campus learned last week as
they appealed to the ,student government to
maintain their status as student organizations.
Seven groups showed up at the Thursday
student government meeting to explain to the
senators why they had failed to get their
paperwork in on time. Another 13

by Lloyd Dallon
-· NEWS EDfTOR

organizations failed to make the appeals

process either. Yet another four groups will lose
their student organization affiliation due to

monetary fines that are over 30 days
delinquent All groups arc allow«! to appeal the
decision.
After much debaie, only three of those
groups who appealed in person at the meeting
were granted b u ~ usual status for their
groups. The other four have been derecognized by the council as student
organizations until winter quarter. In all, after
action taken on Thursday, 21 groups be.came
de-recognized as student organizations for the
fall quarter.
To those student organizaJions who
previously had office space in AMC, de-recognition means that they will lose it for fall
quarter. 1bey will have to start over as if they
are a new student organization on campus. For
more recently recognized groups who did not
enjoy office space. the de-recognition _means ·
the they will not be able to apply for funcling
for their activiti~ until they are once again
recognized student organizations. 1bey will be
unable to reserve space in AMC or other areas
for official functions, or post official notices
' around campus.
UW,SJolwtiN'S7MFPHOTOGRAPHF.R
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The d1$CO party at the Java Joint Saturday night brought a full house. Many
arrived In 70s retro clothing.
.

The Cultural Diversity Committee has
completed a report evaluating the sucoess of
SCSU's efforts to achieve diversity in the
student population, as well as faculty and stiff.
The report, which took three years to
complete, was finished in September. The
committee used survey data, input from focus
groups and published results of other reports to
compile a picture of SCSU's diversity level over
the last .several years for the purpose of
assessing the first five-,ycar phase of the CUitural
Diversity Initiative, which was begun in 1988.
The CDI's goals were:
• To increase the number of students from ·
racial and ethnic minority groups
• To increase the retention of minority
students·through graduation
• To increase the number of faculty who are
Black; American Indian, and Hispanic
• To increase the attention to cultural
diversity in courses and programs ,throughout
the curriculum and especially those taken by
prospective teachers
• To.improve the environment on the campus
and in the community in support of cultural
diversity.
Robert C. Johnson, SCSU professor of
Minority Studi~ and Chair of the Cultural
, Diversity Committee, said the university has
made definite progress in some of these areas.

Go 10 COMMITTEE, PAGE 7 •
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
WEDNESDAY

College Costs and
Financial Aid: What's
the real bottom line?
12-2 p.m. Video conference in
CH 100.

Strategic Planning
Committee
2 p.m. Voyageur room, AMC.
The committee will have a brief
presentation and answer questions
from the student, staff and
community.

Sex , Power and the
Media
7 p.m. Kimberly A. Rische
Auditorium. Ann Simonton, former
top model explores the effect of
media images on cultural ideas of
beauty.

Blow Away your job
search competition
3-4 p.m. South Glacier, AMC.

THURSDAY

Fall Tuition due, M-Z
pay at the cashier's window in
the Academic Services Building

Diversity Conference,
Ba.m. -12 p.m. Atwood Little
Theatre. "The Fabric of Diversity:
Tools for Weaving Awareness,
Application and Accountabilny".

FRIDAY
College Bowl deadline
Reg~ration for the College Bowl
CafTl)us Tournament is 4 p.m.
Forms must be turned in at AMC
118. Tournament will take place
Oct. 9.

Volleyball
vs. North Dakota State
University, 7 p.m.

SATURDAY
Football
vs. University: of South Dakota, 1
p.m.

Women's soccer
vs. Jamestown College, 4 p.m.

Volleyball
vs.University of North Dakota, 7

p.m.

Mail information for the "What's
Happening" events calendar to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

CAMPUS
Register to vote
The next Presidem or 1he United States will
effect your future. If you want a voice in
deciding that future, yo\J need 10 register to vote.
The League of Women Voter's will be in the
entry way al Cobom's on 5th Ave. Thursday and
Friday. from 2·8 p.m. for general registration. It
is open to the public.

Read for the blind
Do you have a good reading voice? Need
some experience in broadcast preparation or
radio air time? Reading newspapers for the blind
may be a way to help the visually impaired catch
up on the local news while volunteers gain some
invaluable experience.

& CoMMUNTIY

The Central Minnesota Newspapers for the
Visually Impaired is looking for dependable
volunteers to give a few hours of their time. An
oral reading test will be administered. For those
who pass, training will be provided. Call Mary
Heinen at District 742 Community Education at
253--4868 ext. 3 if you are interested. Those in
need of these services can also use this number
for more information.

Take an autumn walk
in Quan-y park

Gold Star Taxi and its 19
employees have filed suit against
the Mall of America in
Bloomington. The suit alleges
racial discrimination by the mall
because Gold Star cabs are no
longer allowed to wait and pick up
passengers . at the mall. Most of
Gold Star's drivers are black. Mall
managers decided only two
companies can wait at the mall's
taxi stand. Both companies are
owned by whites.

The event will give the public a chance to tour

Six cross country
runners were
disqualified from the
Bemidji Invitational after
taking a wrong turn on
the course.

The gates will be open from 10am. to4 p.m.
Admission is free although donations will be
accepted. For more information contact Chuck
Wcx;ken at Steams County Parks, 255•6172.

Speak out about SC.SU

scsu.
The Strategic Planning Committee will be
available Oct. 2 at 2 p.m. in the Voyageur room
at AMC to discuss ideas and give a brief
presentation.

& NATION

Fans: Dylan
deserves Nobel
literature prize
Bob Dylan the recipient of the
Nobel Prize for Literature? If his
fans get their way, the answer will
not be just blowing in the wind
A group of Dylan fans in
Norway has been trying to get the
singer nominated for the 1997 prize
since January.
Since only members of the
Swedish Academy are allowed to
nominate candidates, the group has
been searching for someone who
will nominate Dylan.

Gordon Ball, literature professor
at the Virginia Military Institute
may be the man they are looking
for.
"Dylan in word and music has
created an almost unlimited
universe of art which has permeated
the globe," said Gordon. ''One of
the irldications of this is that I hear
Dylan being played in the
barracks."

Poverty levels
drop in Midwest
The Census Bureau's annual
economic report indicates that the

real incomes of Americans
increased in 1995. This is first
increase in real income in six years.
The report also showed a decline in
the number of poor.
The number of Americans living
in poverty decreased from 14.5
percent of the population in 1994 to
13.8 percent in 1995. The poverty
in line for a family of four in 1995
was $t5,569.
The Midwest had the largest
gain with an increase in income of
7.2 percent to bring the average
income to $35,839. That region also
had the only significant poverty
level decline with a 2 percent point
drop to 11 percent of the
population.

Chronicle

In history...
28 years ago...

the park as it is not officially open. Local experts
will be available to present information on the
geological and biological features of the park.

Students, staff, faculty and community
members are invited to ask questions and
provide suggestions regarding the future of

The Quarry Park in Waite Parle is holding an
open house Oct. 5 to celebrate the season and the
attainment of a sizable grant it received to further
development of the grounds.

STATE
Cab drivers sue
Mall of America
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34 years ago ...
The vault in the general
office was burglarized.
Mr. Milton Blagaard,
business manager
estimated the loss at
$1,000.

Corrections
The Rec Center hours
at AMC should have
been listed as MondayThursday, 9 a.m.- 1O
p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m.- 11
p.m.; Saturday 4-11
p:m. and Sunday 4-10
p.m.
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·SCSU student shares war-zone experiences
by Erle S. Dietz
STAffWRfTER

Jerry Lopez, a senior at ~CSU, dCSCribed his
experiences in the "low intensity war zone" which
he said exists in Chiapas, Mexico in Atwood
Ba1lroom B Thursday evening.
This presentation, originally intended for
faculty onJy, was attended by over 50 students.
Lopez shared his desire to aid the Zapatistas in

Chiapas. Mexico.
The Zapatistas have declared war because they
believe the current fonn of ballot box democracy in
Mexico is not valid. Their revolution began at

midnight Jan. 1, 1994, the moment the NAFfA
treaty went into effect. The reason this time was
chosen was because the Zapati.stas believe the
NAFfA agreement threatens the environment of
their native lands and their current employment
situation.
"I can never describe what a low intensity war
zone is like," Lopez said. "The conflict in Chiapas
is very similar to the Bosnian situation. It is se.en as
a secret Vietnam conflict."

Lopez visited Mexico . for two months. He
witnessed the conflict between the Mexican
government and the Zapatistas first•hand.
Lopez said the focus of the rebellion was not
war, but the quick advancement of peace talks.1ne
fighting between the Zapatistas and the Mexican
"'government lasted for only seven days. It quickly
proceeded to peace talks. Lopez explained the
Zapatistas ~ever intended to overthrow the
Mexican government.
When Lopez arrived at the airport in Mexico, he
was surrounded by ten different forms of security.
"I was paying attention to anything and
everything," he said.
Departing from the airport, L9pez attempted to
observe the area the Zapatistas inhabited but was
unable to reach them due to roadblocks. He had no
choice but to stay the night in a town shoit of his
destination. The next day, he awoke to additionaJ
roadblocks. He was forced to proceed on foot.
When he arrived in the area which the Zapatistas
inhal.lfte'ir. Ile said'ne saw"' the InJilstices being
committed against these poop!~.

"NOlhing can prepare someone for the horrors
that war can bring to the observer," Lopez said
'1t's a dog-eat.dog situation. The Mexican anny is
receiving support from the U.S. governmCllt,
hidden under the anti-Orug war movement. The
benefactors. of this situation are oil companies,
banks and construction contractors. The k>sers are
small businesses and the environment. ..
Lopez said 27,001 families are being forced to
live under the constant eye of the Mexican anny.
Under famine conditions. they are unable to go to
work and produce anything of value, or obtain
necessary items such as food.
''One of the problems of this issue is that the
media is blocking what the public hears," Lopez
added. "If we don't know about it and we don't
hear about it then we will noc do anything solve it."
Lopez said people are willing to help if they
know these crimes are being committed against the
Zapatistas. The problem is that word doesn't get
out fast enough.
The challenge of this movement is the ability to
maintain ilS momentum. Since only 20 percent of
the public vote, there remains another 80 percent
who need to be reached and educated of these
horrors, Lopez said
A petition drive on campus has beell scheduled
and is one of the actions Lopez is hoping will raise
awareness of this issue. He will be presenting his
story to classes throughout the coming weeks.
With all the injustices the Mexican army is
committing against ilS own people, it is difficult to
believe that people arc unwilling to help, Lopez
said
·
Some in the crowd expressed a desire to find
out more information.
"People are willing to help, but the problem is
that they don't know where to start," said freshman
Robin Butowski.

= ----====-------:

Senior Jerry Lopez answers quesjions
about his trip to Chiapas, Mexico after his
presentation on the Zapatista movement
Thursday afternoon .In Atwood Memorial
BaHroorn-8.-,,
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Computer service becomes accessible to students
by Erin Ghere

''1

STAFF WRITER

A new computer service is
targeted specifically to the needs
of SCSU students.

"It makes finding old friends .,,.
easier than ever,'\ Robin Kinneier
said.

The St. Cloud Student
Connection is a site on the
Internet that can be accessed at
http://vipsc.com. Available at the
site are things such as a Pepsi fun
page, metro bus schedules, virtual
walk-through of apartments,
maps of central Minnesota bike
trails and interactive chat lines.

The Student Connection
contains a recreation section with
infonnation about skiing, golf,
biking and other recreational
activities. Infonnation about ski
slopes such as Powder Ridge and
Wild Mountain can be found on
external links from .here.

The site was created by Robin
and Kurt Kirmeier. After a year of
development it became available
to studenlS at the beginning of the
school year.

'"There is never a dead end,
because we always have links
that go to great sites around ·the
internet," said Robin Kinneier.
One of the most intriguing
parts this site is the interactive
chat lines. They are designed to
provide a place where two or
more students can talk to each
other through their computers.
When more people begin to use
the chat lines, more rooms will be
added. The rooms are separated
by interest areas.

'1 knew it needed to be done,
and someone was going to do it. I
just jumped on it and here it is,"
said
Robin
Kirmeier,
a
sophomore who said she was
interested in computers.
The site is home to a variety of
different programs that can be
helpful
to
students.
In
cooperation
with
Campus
Management, a local apartment
managing business, the site is
working on a virtual walk
through of apartments for lease. A
student would be able to click on
a building ancr specify the amount
of rooms needed in the apartment
The computer would show the
front of the building and · the
inside of the apartment chqsen.
Beginning this spring, maps of

section holds many external links,
dne of'!wTuch is The Switchboard.
The Switchboard is a national
section directory of phone
numbers and e•mail addresses of
people around the country.

~::a:~.

"A possibility for the future is

SltaM A.. Opatz/As.siSTANT PH010 EDfIOR

Sophomore Robin Kinnelrer created the computer sHe now accessible to SCSU .students.
bike paths will be available to site
users. The site will contain maps
of all Central Minnesota bike
paths within a 60 to 70 mile
radius of St. Cloud.

Classified ads are also
available and can be submitted
with0ut cost. In the future,
pictures will be added to the
classifieds section, for a small

The maps can be printed out
for reference.

fee.

1be entertainment section is

equipped with a bulletin board
where studenlS can ask questions
about anything that will be
answered by others who visit the
site.
The news and reference
section holds many external links,

toom,"

R~in

'The response has beell reaJly
good," Robin Kinneier said.
"Everyone seems to like {the
site}, but the chat lines need to
get mOCe-poplilar." ·
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Electronic mail brings College Bowl
harassment problems tests wisdom
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

The 90s have brought not only new
technological advances, but new
methods of harassment. E-mail
harassment is an increasing problem on
the information super highway and has
spread to the e-mail system of SCSU.
''The type of harassment we're
seeing can include profanity, threats and
intimidation," said Mark
Petrick, the director of
University Public Safety.
"When these types of "things
happen, we build a history and
then it becomes a violation of
university policy such as those
found
in
the
student
handbook."
When a student !igns up for
an e-mail account, they agree
to the university's tenns of
service.
• The user is currently a
student of SCSU.
•-~ r id and ~word
are confidential.
• The user is responsible for
all activity conducted under
their account.
• If found abusing this
privilege or equipment, the
user is subject to disciplinary action.
''Currently, we've been dealing only
with intra-campus harassment." said
Randy Kolb, director for Academic
Computer Services. "It violates the
agreements the user agreed to when
they signed up for the account , and at
&hat point we have the righl to tum the
account off...
Petrick explained it is unnerving to
be on the receiving side of the
harassment. It is disturbing and can
make an individual's life difficult.
Thc claims of h~ment on cam,us

have been generally different in nature.
"Not all of the claims of harassment
that we're seeing are identical. Usually
the harassment. is happening between
acquaintances," said Gordy Schmitt,
systems manager for the Tigger Server
atSCSU.
E-mail introduces the factor of being
able to remain anonymous, Schmitt
said. When a person knows only the email address of an individual, they are

more likely 10 do dungs !hat ... 00(
socially acceptable in a: facc-lO-face
conversation, Petrick said
"Everyone has acce& to e-mail, all
you need is their address." Petrick said
"When the harassment begins and is
brought to our attention we begin an
invesligalion, . lake 111d
foUow up on the situation."
According to Schmitt inex~rienccd
users tend to be the ones who abuse the
privilege.
New users are usually the ones who
commit harassment because they are

Let Us

"For
intra-campus
e-mail
harassment, we first send them an email asking them to stop. If they do not
stop, we tum off the account and they
come into my office and we have
a discussion about computer
ethics." Kolb said.
To deal with harassment
which initiates off campus, an email is sent to the postmaster of
thal: system asking them to take
proper
measures,
Schmitt
ex.pla,ine.d. UsuaIJy lhis ends the
problem and the harasser goes
away.
&mail in nature is an insecure
form of communication. When
tex.t is transmitted over the
Internet, nearly any third party
can intercept that transmission
and copy it. Accounts can be
hacked into and systems of
security can be breached.
E-mail has a defense much
like Caller ID. This form of
tracing is reliable and can be
quickly initiated. By. looking at
part of E-mail known 3S"'the header,
anyone can tell from where the message
originalcd, which who sent the message.
Software companies ~ developing
software to eliminate this unsecured
format and are developing software
packages to eliminate - e-mai.l

SCSU has not competed in the College Bowl since
1-9<Jl.
"College Bowl is a game of questions and answers, kind
of like team Jeopardy," said graduate student Chris Baxter,
who heads the SCSU College Bowl team.
The fonnat of the competition is similar to high school
knowledge bowl, with some minor differences, Baxter said.
A mediator asks questions and the team that knows the
answer signals with a buzzer. If they answer incorrectly, the
other team gets a chance to answer the question. The teams
compete in various categories including history, literature,
sdence, entertainment and current events. The history of
College Bowl goes back to the 1950s, when the
competition was often televised.
"F"llSt, you have a campus tournament and anyone who
plays in the campus tournament can play on the SCSU
team. unless there are a lot of people interested," Baxter

said.
·
SCSU is in the Association of College Unions
International region 10 which includes all of Minnesota and
Iowa. After the campus tournament. the team goes on to the
regional tournament held in. From there, the winning team
goes on to the national competition.
Thirty-four SCSU students competed in a trial
competition which was held to evaluate the amount of
interest from the studeni body.
"It is a competitive outlet for those that aren't
athletically inclined," Baxter said.
Team member Troy Tcmkc said College Bowl would be
good for anyone who likes thinking on their feet. people
who like Trivial Pursuit.
The competition is a great opportunity for students to get
involved on campus, Baxter said
'1t is a good opJX>rtunity to go and represent our school,"
Baxter said.
•
"Both Baxter and Tcmke said. _the game is~ uite
•
• C<llllpCUU.._ They . . e>peding'lhe ml Ill be a
''Ibis is only the tip of the iceberg
building year and expect the.contest to gain in popularity.
for this problem." Petrick said. "As
"It's a lot of fun, even to watch," Tcmke said.
people learn that this type of harassment
The College Bowl is open to all students. Those
can be stopped, they will be more· interested should register before Oct. 4. For more
wiUing to come forward and report it"
infonnation, call 255-2205.

'7T=' -~ c,. . - . _i!,
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You

St7

Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse.
That's if you're lucky. ~e ~act is.~
. of motorcycle f~ta~ities involve
nders who have been dnnking. So 1f you have been dnnkmg, get a ride
wiuti. a friend. It's the best call you can make. MGTIIICTCU wm FOIIIIATIGI ,

~.

"Catholic Church on Campus"
Counseling Service

free to SCSU students
Mondays, 253-0736

~·lJ+

Ne(:eman
nter

infonnation to a user and does not stop
after repeated complaints.

STAFF WRfTER

· For the first time in five years, SCSU students have the
opportunity to be a part of tl)e Intercollegiate College BOwl.

WHEN DRINKl~~.1-~A FRIEND.

Walk
With

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

by Holli Chitwood

aware of the ,ocial nonns 00 the
Internet, Schmitt said. Acts ranging

00(

from chain letters to SPAMing are
fonns of harassment. SPAM.ing is when
someone conslalltly sends the same

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m .. ll :l5a.m .8p.m.
Mass & Evenl!J 251-3261
Office 251-3260

r =TO===
BUMPER ---I BUMPER
Next to
Bo Diddley's
downtown.

I

AUTO PARTS •
and SERVICE

.

,

2~-7733

I
I

JEFF's
TOTAL BODY
PIERCING

..,,.0,
I
~~

IOil Chang~:'~ I

I
I
I
I

• Install new oil filter

Filter & Lube

$14 92

•Upt?5quarts _ofoil
• Lubncate chas1s
•
• Check fluids _
most light cars and ~ u s iax
• Preventative maintenance
check
Add $1 for disPQsal of used oil and filter

--------

I

I

I

c/ease call for an ; {ipoi ntment. Expires 11-02·9 ~

.S]l

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER • JEFF
IO MAIN ST. E., RK:E, 11N 51317
11 mi nonh of St. Cloud on
us IO tu m left al flashing
light ~r blocks on ldt

West

For Appointment or
COMUltlltlon

C./1(320)-2654
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Outings Center m<>ves to Halenbeck South
• by Jeff Dahler
-

ri

Atwood Memorial Center, space
had to be re-shuffled to make room.
When it was all over, the new center
was given the old Minority Center's
space. The Minority Center was_
allocated the space of the Outings '
Center and the Outings Center was
given a space in Halenbeck Hall .
The Outings Center moved into
its new location in Halenbeck Hall
July 23. They are now located in•the
northwest corner of the Halenbeck
Ha11 field.house.
John Radel, student manager of
the Outings Center and senior

STAF/wRrr~R .

Like

George

and

Louise

Jefferson, the SCSU Outings
Center is on the move, but unlike
the Jefferson's theY might not be

moving on up.
The Outings Center rents
recreationa1 equip_ment to SCSU

students and faculty. Tents. canoes,
and snow skis are just some of the
equipment they offer.
When SCSU decided to create a
new Multi-Cultural center in

double major in psychology and

Center was only half the problem, space, it is very difficult to leave.
Radel said.
The okl ~on had all of the bells
"We were notified of the move and whistles to run an outings
'
last spring."" Radel said "We were center."
not tokl 'o f new location until July."
Radel said even though he has
Radel said he was oot positive -not had 'a chance to look at the
.how the space allocations were official numbers yet, he believes the
decided, but he thought the Outings .Outings Center's busi~ will be
Center was probably viewed as less affecte.d by its new location.
"Haven't had a chance to crunch
important
"With the re-s1!1;1ffling of space the numbers yet," Radel said.
in Atwood, we were not deemed 'There does seem to be a drop in
high enough priority to be left in tent rental That and canoe rentals
Atwood,'" Radel said:
are "".hat_the year is judged by. This
Vos said the move had nothing is not official. I am just taking a
to do with the importance or bird-ey'es view of it."
. Vos agreed the move will
unimportance of the Outings
Center, it was about what fit where probably hurt the Outings C~nter at
first, but is optimistic things will
the best
"A lot of different things go on tum out for the best.
in Atwood," Vos said. "We had to
To make sure students and
decide what was the most faculty know about the new
appropriate thing to be replaced."
location, the Outings Center is
Radel said the actual move went going to do more adveJtising.
"We want to step up our
smoothly. The Outings Center staff
knew far enough in advance to be programmmg."' Radel said 'That
propedy prepared.
was something that we already
• ~ move was ~ that bad." wanted todo, but now it is needed."
Radel said. "We went through a
Radel said SCSU appears to be
couple days of transition. The worst sympathetic, and willing tg help
part was:actually moving all oHhe make sure the move is successful.
"The administration and I have
equipment, and the big stufflike the
reception desk. Since we are not had a few opportunities to talk."
using it, we were able to move the Radel said· "They are willing to
winter "equipment ill earlier.''
make and help with some things
Vos said she -can understand the because this move was forced on
disappoinµnent of the Outings us. A coordinated effort is needed to
Center staff;'
,
~
make the Outings Center
"They were disappointed." Vos i:ecognizable."'
said. "I can understand why. That
Radel said he is not Qlease.d with
space was built for them. Any time the (arced mo.ve._but they would
you build a space, and you design a make the best pf it l~

philosophy, said the move was not a
real big surprise.
. '7here had been discussions (of

a possible change of locations), of
varying importance, throughout all
of last year," Radel said.
·
Malgaret Vos. interim director
of Atwood Center, agreed and said
this decision to move the Outings
Center was not.spur of the moment.
''This was all a part of
discuSfilon that has been going back
for almost five years," Vos said.
Deciding to move the Outings

Shafte Opatz/ASSISTANT PHUTO EDTTOR
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Senior John Radel Is the manager of the Outings Center ~w located in Halenbeck South. .
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Teleconference looks·back to Beijing
liy Katl!y Anderson

of the Ms. Foundation.

Just 15 women attended the
national teleconference entitled
"The United Nations Women's
Conference: One Year Later'' at the
SCSU Leaming ResQurces Center
down link site Saturday aftel1lO!tJl.

issues, but issues all SCSU students
~Id be concerned about.

Clinton · outlined what the
United States is doing to promote
the Platform for Action. The
majority of the presentation
focused on what people arc doing
to promote -women's rights on a
local level across the United States.

"Men have partners, wives,
girlfriends, sisters, mothers, nieces
and friends who are part of their
lives. .Tl}ese are people that they

· The
teleconference
was
intended as a follow up discussion ·"' In 9ricago, the Women's Self•
Employment Project is giving
women entrepreneurial training
Conference on Women in Beijing, and access to credit for capital to
China last year. Women and ·men - stan their own businesses. Women
from over ' 450 sitCs across 'the are leaving welfare by creating ·jobs
United States, Puerto Rico, the for themselves and othCrs-ii;i their
Virgin Islands and Canada
community, said Connie Evans, the
participated in the teleconfereOCe. i "
Organization's president.
to the Platform for- Action set forth
at the llhited Nati9ns. Fourth World

The event was organized by the
President's Inte,ragency Council on
Women. It was hosted locally by
the SCSU Women's Center and the
North "Central branch Of the

WOmen's International League for
Peace and Freedom (WILPF).
Economic _opportunities, equal
education, violence, health and
human rights were just a handful of
the topics discussed on Saturday. In
:addition to First Lady Hillary
Rodham
Clinton,
panelists
included Doona Shalala, Secretary
of Hea1th and Human Services~
Geraldine
Ferraro,
U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations
Human Rig!,ls Comnussion; and
Marie Wilson, President and CEO

Following
last
, year's
conference in Beijing, the
Women's Center looked at their
programs and worked to strengthen
and refine them. "Women on
Videotaped copies of Saturday's
Wednesday:
Women's
Empowennent Across Cultures," a teleconference are available at the
"We need to hook global with series of oo campus lectwcs, is one · SCSU Women's Center -and the
the local," Olsen said. She example of this., Olsen said.
Learning Resources ~ Center.
explained African women are
Students interested in joining
concerned about clean water and
WILPF are encouraged to call
fuel. American women need better L Ideally, Olsen would like to see Donna Malum at 363-7219. For
sexual haramnent laws.
.more students ~ting on their more infonnation about the
knowledge of women's issues. President's lnteragency Council on
''Both are important, and the . Students could volunteer aL the Women, call (202) 456-7350.

lov~." Olsen said. "If a man has a
sister who. was sexually m.saulted,
he knows how that affects her. He
is definitely qualified to discuss
these issues. All meq are."

".'.~

lq

7 p.m. Oct 3, 10, 17, 24; Nov. 'I, 14
andFilm~

1996,J.'el&,i~.
fihn director, P'edm
Verge of a Nervous Breakdown.•

AJmodo\'81;. the CD!llfor 0

Creative Styling and Tanning
Body'
Perm
1/2 Price

. 7 p.m. Oct. 4, 6; 9;30 p.m. Oct 5.

N

" m..,.

d a ~ wlllfuiboth
thSCSUID

a...'..m $35

..

With featured
stylists: Tami
Maranel, Jen

$9
Complete
wHh: Amber,
Jen, Maranel,

,

15 Sessions ..............$30
•Now thrOugh

:•t.:
Dec.unlimlted .... c: ....$39

Hair
Specialists

Hair C.ut .

Tami

Tanning Plans

5 Sessions ............. $15
Weaving
Boo..lli Foll 10 Sessions... ,:,.,: .....$20

$27.50

17)

31

Sun Glitz

Styled

"Kika" (NC-17)
··-A wacky, very adult story about a makeup "1'1:ist and the men.in, her life. .
A story about a mla
·
celebrities.
10 .m. Oct. 4; 7 p.m.
A

"WILPF is a ·group that
welcomes women of all colors and
incom~ levels. It is not a group
where you come in a three piece
suit and we have a speaker,"
Malum said. The local chapter of
WII..PF has been. meeting for about
a year. It is working to pin down
local issues and determine what the
group can offer the St. Cloud area,
Ma1umsaid.

Jane Olsen

lit

'Ip.in. Oct 3

Students with interest in peace,
international or women's issues are
encouraged to join the Women's
International J,,eague for Peace and
Freedom, said Donna Malum,
founder of the local chapter.

SCSU WOMEN'S CENTER DIRECTOR

Jane Olsen, director of the
SCSU Women's Center, said
violence agaimt women, poverty,
health care and equa1ity in
education are not just women's

~-The

"There is a value, it seems to be
hidden today, but there is a value
called com()3$ion. Compassion is
not fee~ng sooy for others, it's
having
empathy
and
understanding," Olsen said.

c.ompassion.

At Grinnell College in lmya,
student Anne Powley started an
organization to prevent highway
violence by installing highway ca1l
boxes and hostillg educational
workshops. Powley began the
organization after- a . Grinnell
student was abducted and killed.
When her body was found, it could
not be immediately identified
because hundreds of women with
the saine description were missing
• in that area, she said.

··
uThe Flower of
Thisweeki,~-

WomCn•s Center pr join peace
organiz.ati~ on campus.

has a responsibility as a
financia11y fluent ilation to share
resources with other countries,"
Olsen said. "Our experiences and
problems come full circle. I worry
about water quality; but I'm not
Hcanying water ten miles to care for
my family."

'There is a value, iL seems to be bidden
today, but ther(! is a value called .
Compassion is not feeling
sorry for others, it's having empathy
and understanding."

University f)ro9ram 8oarci Presents:
;f

··u.s.

7th and Division

1iiiimiiiii1

253-88 68

----

~ Open every evening

f'iAVIATION STUDENTS:ii
I.
I

I

I
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''Obviously, we want to conduct a fair
hearing and get an the facts, but we felt we
had to move to put things on a hold for now,"
he said
Grube could not be reached for comment.
"We do not approve, nor do we condone,
these kinds of activities, and we will take
s\eJ)S to try and deal with it," Gilchrist said,
reading from a statement by Grube.
Brian Travers, president of Theta Chi,
de.clined ~ comment pending discussion with
the nationa1 chapter and fraternity aJumni.
Smallwood, who has been with the St.
Cloud Police Department for 25 years, said
this incident was the largest of its kind he can
remember, other than the so-called
"Homecoming Riots" of 1988.
Smallwood. said while there have been
problems with some of the SCSU fraternities
in the past, there haven't been frequent
incidents in the past few years.
• ~ changes with the fraternity itself and
who its officers are," Smallwood said.

"We've had people in that fraternity who
were criminal justice majors and became
police officers up here in St. Cloud or

elsewhere."
Smallwood said he isn't placing blame on
either the SCSU chapter of Theta Chi or its
national organization. '1t just depends upon
the people who reside there and if they're
scofflaws," he said
'We're mainly concerned about those
people who could die as a result of it,"
Smallwood said. 'srhere are victims here, and
we're very concerned about it."
William Littlejohn, SCSU Student
Govemmenl president, said he heard details
of the incident Friday morning. "It was a very
unfortunate incident," he said
Littlejohn said it was · premature to
speculate about possible actions Student
Government might take against the fraternity,
although he said it is very likely the incidcnl
will be discussed at the Student Government
meeting Thursday.

Government
' - Students involved in the derecognized groups willnot use be
able to use membership in them on
their transcripts. However, all derecognized groups may appeal he

process.
The
policy
surrounding
applying for studel').t organization
status has not changed over the
years, according to Sen. Mark
Struthers. This is the first year it has
been enforced.
''There is no reason to have
policy if we' re not going to enforce
it,"saidStruthers.
Of the groups granted businessas-usual status, the Lesbian Gay
Bisexual Transgender Resources
Center and the sports band were
both approved because the
problems in getting paperwork
taken care of revolved around the
advisor or lack of one.
'"The student portion of the
organization was trying very hard."
said chair Dominic Nelson of the
spons band. The band had to go
outside of the nwsic department to

Pagel
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"We have to uphold orgranizations to
certain levels of responsibility, but at the same
time_ we can't expect organizations to be
perfect," Littlejohn said. "Organizations
make mistakes."
A woman who identified iherself as a 19year-old SCSU student said she was one of
those charged with misdemeanor underage
consumption at the Theta Chi party. She said
the party wasn't loud, and that they had
styrofoam placed on the doors and windows
in order to mufflC the sound. She said it was. a
"bring your own beer'' party, charging $2 per
person at the dooc.
She was shocked when the police showed
up, but she said she wasn't bitter. "If St.
Cloud's going, to buckle ck>wn, that's how
you're going to do it," she said.
A member of the St. Cloud Health
Department was called to the scene to assess
the condition of the house. Theta Chi
members were told they had to make certain
changes to the house in order to move back
in, Smallwood said.

i

get an advisor as no one with-in the Strumgrapd; the SCUBA club·
department agreed to take on that whose representative Wendy
task. For LGBTRC, the advisor had Johnson said it did not have
the paperwork but failed to get it in members until last Wednesday;
by the deadline
Teachers of English as a Second
The student portion of the group Language, whose repiesentative
was unaware that the advisor had Rod Peterson said all of their
been been sent notices of their officers graduated and their advisor
failure to comply with the policy, had left the country.
according to Sen.
Stephanie
A new group, the Disciples of
English.
Christ will be reconsidered if they
The
Swedish
American change their mission statement to
Friendship Club was granted "to include more diversity,"
business as usual status in a tie according to Chair English. The
breaking vote by President Will Disciples of Christ mission
Littlejohn. The SAFC stated it had statement currently states that the
no< complied with policy mgetting group is opm IO those wflo...arc
its paper work in on time because interested in Jesus ~Christ. Vice '
both its president and advisor had President Jeff Anderson pointed out
retired while their secretary the other religious student
graduated, taking the necessary organizations on campus have
paperwork.
mission statements similar to the
Those failing to win their Disciples of Christ.
personal appeals were the Future , The group ~ould be willing to
Art educators of America, who amend lheir statement in order to
stated their group switched gain student organization status,
presidents an meeting dates indicated
Ben ·
Russell,
according to representative Lisa representative for the group.

"They had insulation panels across the
windows, blocking access, so that if there was
a fire people could not escape, and a number
of other violations," Smallwood said.
The police investigation is nearing
completion. "What we have to 00 basically is
put our reports · together, review them,
approve them and ship them off to the
prosecuting authority,which in this case will
most likely be the city attorney, in some cases
the county attorney and the juvenile cases,"
he said.
"These kinds of activities. these large
parties with large crowds, create the
possibility for [alcohol] abuse, and for
underage consumption. I think that's a
problem, and I hope that the rest of the
campus community will agree," Gikhrist
said. ''We need to move forward to do what
we can about that."
The fonnal univmity hearing should be
complete within one to two· weeks, Gilchrist
said

Conunittee
"We have an i ~ number
of students of color on campus. and
there are many minority and
multicultural programs offered,"
Johnson said.
Between 1988 and 1993, the
percentage of minorities in the '
student body steadily increased
from 2 percent to 3.5 percent,
according 10 the report. The rate or
increase has risen most sharply in
the y~,ars following 1990, with
Asian and Hispanic students
showing the greatest growth in
numbers. The number of minority
faculty members has also increased
significantly in the past five years.
In spite of the accomplishments
of the CDL however, the overall
intercultiiral climate at the
university still needs improvement,
according to the survey. Long-term
retention of students of color is low,
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and SCSU has few graduate
students or color.
"We still have students feeling
alienated," Johnson said. 'srhere is
a lack of sufficient numbers of
many minority groups."
The university's efforts include
sponwring speakers and offering
seminars for students to raise the
level of cultural awareness on
campus. The survey recomme~
continuation qf those ,programs in
the fu~ and increased efforts to
recruit minority students and
improve the diversity of faculty ~and

staff.
"We plan to meetJ ith the
Strategic Planning committee to
talk with them and express our
interest in maintaining a culturally
diverse campus and curriculum,"
Johnson said

Called home lately?
1-800-COLLECT
Save up to 44o/o

®
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Pn_'sl'nts:

Ann Simonton
"Sex, Power
andthe
Media:
Rethinking
the Myths of
America's
Dream Girl"
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
October 2, 19%
Kimbvrly 1\. Ritschc

..

AudittH·ium

Activist Ann
Simonton, a former
top model, has
appeared on the
covers of Sports
Illustrated, Seventeen
and many other
national magazines.
She has challenged
the modeling,
advertising and
beauty pageant
industries for their
role in exploiting
women.
This Program is free and open to
the public.
Free parking available.
\·
For more information call

■
TUIIDAY
$2.50 34 oz. taps
$2.00 Colorado Bulldogs

wrD•HDAY
$3.50 pltc:hers
I /2 price Long Island Ice Teas

THUHDAY
$1.25 16oz. Taps $2.25 JagermeJster.
Rumplemtnzc, Sambuca and Goldschlager

HIDAY
$2.00 Kamis $2.50 Sex on the Beach
$1.99 Hot Wings unW 11 p.m.

SATURDAY
$ l. 75 bottles $2.50 Imports 11-6 p.m.
$1.99 Hot Wings until 11 p.m.

255-4958

Rl,;_rl'ptinn to follow in thl'
RihLl1L' 1\uditorium I.obb\·

~PAID FOR BY YOUR STUDENT

.B

ACTIVITY FEE DOLLARS

IU•DAY
Free cWlll and hot dogs

for the Vikings game!

Clironicle
Thanks to our local area
drop-off locations!
You can pick up your campus
paper at these fine locations:
Coborn's 5th Avenue

Bravo Burritos

Java Z
Campus Book & Supply

Hemsing's
Java Joint

Meeting Grounds
.Electric Fetus

Chesapeake Bagel Bakery
Media Play

Ifyour company wants to be a local area drop-off location please call 255-4086
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Husky mistakes lead to SDSU win
by Kerry Collins

"We have to reduce our
mistakes," SCSU head coach Noel
Martin said. "We actually had
almost 400 yards in total offense
compared to their 200 and some.
We just couldn't get points on the
board."
The Huskies did have 389 total
yards to SDSU's '157, but SCSU
blew four chances for points inside
the SDSU 20-yard line.
The final score made the game

seem closer than the it was, with for the Husky defense all day.
SCSU senior quarterback Todd "~fensively, we have to slop the
Bouman
hitting
sophomore third down plays and get more
receiver Mike McKinney in the end consistent," Martin said.
zone with a 55-yard toss with no
SDSU took a 14-0 lead in the
time left on the clock.
first half, with quarterback Noel
"I don't know, maybe that's the . Bouche plunging in from one yard
play we've got to use more often," out and freshman running back
Martin said with a laugh. "We just Mau Brechler scoring from the
couldn't get 'the ball into the end two-yard line.
zone."
Bouman
overthrew
two
The third down~ problems receivers, leading to a punt and a

missed 32•yard field goal by SCSU
place-kicker Neil Fish.
"It seemed like we were having
The game that could have been.
trouble scoring once we got inside
The
Huskies'
missed
their 20-yard line," Martin said.
opportunities could have cost them
"We just had some trouble clicking
their first North Central Conference
once we got down in there."
victory Saturday against South
SCSU scored all of their points
Dakota State University as the
in the final quarter. The Husijes got
JackrabbitsdefeatedSCSU l7•13at
their first touchdown when senior
Selke Field.
running back Randy Martin dived
in from one-yard out
The final points came on
McKinney's catch on Bouman's
long bomb.
Noel Martin blamed the
inconsistent offense to the
inexperienced nature of the team.
"I just think we're really young
and the pressure really builds once a
team gets inside the other teams'
20-yard line," Noel Martin said.
"We've just got to keep focused as
a team once we get down there."
Randy Martin ended the day
leading the Huskies' offense,
totaling 148 yards, upping his
seasonal total to 537.
"Randy did a very nice job all
day," Noel Martin said. "He was
kept pretty busy as we had a loft of
key players with injuries."
Senior offensive lineman Josh
Tetner did not pla)' with an injured
ankle, and junior lineman Dave
Camacho injured his left knee
during the game against the
Jackrabbits.
Defensively, the Huskies were
without senior Greg Gronski and
junior Jim Louis.
"Maybe the result would have
been different if we would have had
lf tl}gse two (Gronski and Louis),"
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' NOC! Martin said. ''They were both
Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDrrOR
older players and they helped us out
South Dakota State University running back Brian Jost gets tackled by Husky defenders Saturday at Selke Field. The Huskies fell • lot on third down."'
SPORTS EDITOR

to the Jackrabbits 17-13, leaving SCSU with a two game losing streak.
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Volleyball squad splits on weekend road trip
UNO stalls SCSU; Huskies retum for victory against Bears
by Rob LaPlante
STAFF WRITER

For a road trip that usually is less than
friendly, the SCSU volleyball team returned
home on a positive note.
'SCSU traveled to Omaha, Neb., Friday
night to take on the second-ranked University
of Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks.
UNO didn't waste any time in knocking
off the twelfth-ranked Huskies, needing only
three sets in their 8~ 15, 4-15, 10-15 victory.
"Our passing and our hitting was really
ilwful Friday night," said SCSU head coach
Dianne G\owatzke. "It was obvious that
defensively we were lackjng in effort. All
game we would have two players constantly
looking at the ball."
SCSU's leading kill getter, senior Cami
Selbitschka, was held to only 13 kills; which
is well below her average.
Sophomo~e outside hitter Michelle Geyen
added eight kills.
"UNO came out really strong and we just
weren't mentally prepared," Selbitschka said.
"(UNO) dug everything we sent their way
and they played incredible defense."

- "UNO
really
"(Buller-Hancock
played
well,"
Hall) is really a bad
Glowatzke
said.
place to play in,"
''They really have a
Geyen said. "The
group of players who
crowd there u~ually
are well experienced
gets pretty rowdy and
and used to playing
tries to get on the
with eachother and
opposing team players
right now that is the
and coaches."
key to them being
UNC came out in
undefeated."
the first set, feeding
UNO
senior
off the crowd taking
standout Amy Steffel
an early 6-0 lead,
played a major role in
forcing SCSU to call a
shutting down SCSU's
timeout.
"In the first six
attack.
ball
"(Steffel) is a good
pointsofthegame,oor
Dianne Glowatzke
piayer and she seems
passing was really
terrible," Glowatzke
to be able to pass the
SCSU VOLLEYBAll COACH
ball wherever she
said. "After we took
wants," Glowatzke
the timeout, the
said.
players regrouped and started playing a lot
Saturday night, the Huskies found better defense and the passing improved as
themselves in a packed Butler-Hancock Hall well."
at the University of Northern-Colorado.
Despite dropping the first set 11-15,
UNC drew their ~nd largest volleyba11 SCSU rallied to take the next three sets 15-8,
crowd ever with 855 people.
15-8, 15-IO.

It was obvious that
defensively we were
lacking in effort. All
game (against UNO)
we would have two
players looking at the

Gey en said overall, the team's passing was
off, but they did a good job regrouping in the
UNCcontest.
"We struggled passing the ball and I was
having trouble too," Geyen said. "After a
slow start on Saturday night, our passing
started getting better, which was the key to
the victory."
Selbitschka led SCSU with 27 kills and
senior middle hitter Courtney Powers added
21 kills.
"So far this year, we've been pretty
inconsistent," Selbitschka said. ''The good
thing is it's not one individual, it 1s the whole
team. If one of us is down, we all are down."
With the split, SCSU's record stands at 125 overall and 4-2 in the conference.
The Huskies will next compete Friday
night in Halenbeck Hall against North Dakota
State University. and Saturday night against
the University of North Dakota. Both games
begin at 7 p.m.
"Our goal is to knock off UNO when they
come back here to play," Geyen said. "We
know we can beat them but we also know we
can't overlook any games leading up to that
game."
'
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SCSU's. la~e _b rings
expenence_to teams
.

.

New head coach surrounds himself with running
by RIiey Wotth
STAFF WRITER

Most people don't run 70 to 90 miles in a year.
Todd Lane. the new cross country coach at SCSU,
runs that far every week. That is down from 100
miles a week during his days as a member of the
Luther College cross-country team.
Lane got his start in running as a child. He would
get up in the morning and go running with his father.
Limited by his size, cro~ country was a natural
choice.
"It was something I was naturally decent at so I
went out," Lane said.
Lane went on to a successful high scOOOI and college running career. After graduating with a politica1
science degree from Luther, Lane went to Georgia
Southern University to get his master's in sports
DW1agement. There he got his first taste of coachi~g
as a graduate assistant for the cro~ country team.
Lane said he knows what makes a good coach.
"(A good coach) is always striving to do things
new, is always learning something new," Lane said
''I don't know if I'm there yet."
Lane is finishing up his master's and is engaged
to be married next summer. Ironically his fiance.e,
Luther College senior Turena Johnson, won
Saturday's women's race at the University of
Minnesota Invitational in which SCSU c.ompeted.

New scsu head cross-coyntry coach
Todd Lane talks to his team before practice last week. A former standout at
Luther College, running fills almost every
aspect of his Ille.

It's.fun to watch them, but
it makes me very antsy to
race.
Todd lane
HEAD CROSS-COUNTRY COACH

.

Lane said his goal is for both the men's and
women's teams to improve each meet and be beuer
than last

year.

.

''I want them to take the limits off themselves,"
Lane said "I want them to reali7.e there is a lot more
to running than just practice."

In the team's first three meets, the women have
steadily improved, Lane said For the guys, it has
been a matter of getting all the people to the meets.
The men's squad has never had all eight runners at
any one meet this season.
So far the toughest part of the job for Lane has
been watching his team run at the meets, he said
''It's fun to watch them," Lane said "But it makes
me very antsy to race. Come this Sunday, I'll want to
race myself."
.
He said he ran in about a half doz.en meets on his
own, this summer and plans to run in a couple more
this year. He runs with the team on light runs and he
said he enjoys training on his own.
Good thing too; it's not easy to find someone to
run 70 to 90 miles a week with him
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Because of the costly mistakes on offense, the
Huski~ were forced to change their defensive game
plan, giving an advantage to the Jackrabbits. Noel
Martin said.
· "We just had to do something different defensively
when they were getting the baJI back." Noel Martin
said. ''Instead of straight up defense, we had to start
blitzing."
This Satwday, the Huskies face the University of
South Dakota The Coyotes are undefeated this season
and are fresh off an emotional overtime victory against
the University ofNorthem-COlorado. _
''They are a great team, there is no question about
it," Noel Martin said. ''They are for real this year."
The Huskies are hoping to follow the path the
University of Nebraska - Omaha, who defeated North
Dakota State University 24-21.
''When you look at teams like UNO, who go and

beat NDSU, things can happen in this conference."
Noel Martin said "We can beat that team."
The Huskies have had the misfortune of playing
highly ranked tearm in almost every coolest.
'We had to play Northern Iowa who is third·ranked
in Division I-AA, and then had to come back and play
second-ranked NDSU," Noel Manin said. "South
Dakota we'U be ranked again this week. but hopefully
we'll put it together and be able to come back against
USD."
'
The Jackrabbits were not ranked nationally,
something Noel Martin said made things worse in
defeat

"After playing all of these ranked teams, we finally
got to play someone who was down at our level," Noel
Martin said. "We should've won that one."
The game against USO is slated to begin at I p.m. at
Selke Field.

Day Care Centers

1-----

Close to SCSU

---.....i

Serving the St Cloud area more t_
h an
35 years!
Established 1962

Toddler Program for 16-35 months
Pre-school Program for 3-5 years
Hourly, part-day, and full-day rates.
Call
Director

Open M-F 6:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

251-5694

Cross country squads
improve at U ofM Invite Hey,
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

SCSU's cross country running
teams have been steadily improving
this season and Saturday's meet at
the University of Minnesota was no
exception.
"We all ran faster times and one
of the girls that ran, Missy Tarman,
did really well. She helped us out a
lot," said J~ll Kriesel, the top
female runner for the Huskies.
The women's team placed right
in the micklle of the pack, 17th out
of 34 teams, with North Dakota
Stare taking fust Kriesel, a junioc,
came in 67th with a time of 19:33
and with Taman right on her heels
in 68th with a time of 19:34.
Because of the size, this meet
had the potential to be very

intimidating for the freshman
women that dominate the team.
Their performances showed it was
hardly a factor.
"I think the women have done
better in each meet. They have
consistently improved," coach
Todd Lane said. "Overall, I was
very happy with them."
The men's team had similar
results. SCSU came in 19th with 28
teams ninning. Junior Greg
Sorenson was the top finisher,
coming in 28th with a time of

Despite starting the race with a full
team, junior Josh Llnd.5trom did not
finish due to an ankle sprain
incurred during the race.
"I think the effort was there, and
four out of six runners had personal
records for cross country," said
Lane of the men's team, "We still
haven't lined them all up yet,
hopefuUy we can do that."
With both men and women
standing well in the region, the
team is looking to continue
improving · throughout their next

26,15.
Sorenson continues to lead the
men's team. having been the top
finisher for the Huskies in every

meets.

meet this season.
For the first time in weeks, the

men's team was free of injury, a
problem which has plagued them
up until this point in the season.

ADVERTISE

"I think we' ll make a big
impact We may not come in first,
but we'll dcfinimly infl~ the
other teams." said Kriesel.
1be next meet for both cross
country tc.ams travel to the
University of Wisconsin LaCrosse Invitational in two weeks.

l--4EREI

255-4086

SLOWER
TRAFFIC
KEEP
RIGHT
Your support keeps lifesaving
research in the fast lane.

'MDR"
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1:aoo-sn-1111

Cash?
- Pawn, sell, buy, trade St- C_loud's first pawn shop
18 years of commitment
M-F. 9 - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 9 - 3:00 p.m.

Granite City Pawn
424 East St. Gennain, . St. Cloud, Minn. 252-7736

"we

~id you know

carry

•Jewelry

•Bookrnarks

•Locion

•Candles

•lnce~e

•T-ghirts-

•Cards

•gtationery

•Magnets

•Bells /

•gpecialty Boxes/

Oh ....... AND BOOKS TOOH
~~::kshelf

!JWJ~

13 5th Aue. S.

252-8520

50¢ Taps!
Bring your student i.d. and receive
tap beers for 50¢ each! (limit 4)
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
AU drinks
50¢ taps 7-8 p.m.
Two for
$1.75
Burger & Tap $1.75 7-8 p.m. one drinks
7-9p.m. Windsor & Bacardi $2 7-10 p.m. 6-7 p.m.

I I th & St. Germain
St. Cloud 252-2704
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South Dakota State 17, S1. Ooud
State 13

Mankato State 31, Momil\800C 21
South Dak<:ta n, Noohml Colorado 24, or
North Dakotan, Augustana 14
Nebraska-Omaha 24, North Dalu:ti State 21

SOUIHDAKOTASTAlE f7,HtNaFS ~3

SDSU......

. ......7
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7
0

0
0

3- 17
13- 13

SCOIUNGFlrslquartcr
SDSU---&uche I run (Gorden kick)7:l4

---

SDSIJ....--Brech\er 2 run (Gorden kick)

5:42

1blnlqu,rttt

Husky Sports Scoreboard

--No scoong

NCCYourtUI.L=

-.-n

SCSU-Martin I run (foh kick) 10:44
SDSIJ---Gordennfieklgoal4:30.

SCSU-McKinney 56
:00.

pass from

Bouman

lllAMSTAT>"SDSU SCSU
First downs
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................. 16

19

Rushes/yards ...
........... 4&'141 40/224
Passing yards....
................ 116
165
Total offense .....................257
389
Penalties/yards .........................7/S-i l<V70
fumbles/h<;t ........................ 1/1
412
Punts/average ..................... ~36.1 2/385
INDIVIDUAL STATS--

Passing. SDSU-Bouche 11-18-0 116;
SCSll--Bouman 11-25-l, Martin 0-1-0 0.
Rushing: SDSU-Brechler 21-62; Jost 1784, Bouche 7-9, Simmons 1-4: SCSU-Manin
26-148, Williams 7-51, Bouman 6-17,
McKinney 1-(-8).
Receiving: SDSU-Millerbcmd 2-24,
Wipf 3-39, Lenners 4-44, Heiden 2-9;
SCSU-Fbnig,m 3-40, McKinney 3-78,
Williams 1-12, Hillman 1-16, Kliegl 1-9,
Reiran 1-41, Martin 1-2.
RECORDSSDSU-2-0 NCC, 3-1 overaU; SCSIJ--0-2
NOC, l-3overall.

NEBRASKA-OMAHA 3, HUSKIES 0
S C S U - - - - ~ 4 10

U N 0 - - - ~ 5 15 15
KU.ls: Selbitschka, 13; Powers, 8; Gcycn, 8.
Blocb:Powers,4blocka.ssas; Selbil.'lChka,
3 bkxka.s.sists.
Digs:Selbi!sc:hka, 17; Pellman, 9.

Teamt.oUb: I. Sooth Dakol3 State, 64; 2,
UW-UCros.se, 78; 3. Mankato State, 112; 4.
Dana (Neb.), 140; 5. Nebraska-Kearney,
143; 19. scsu, S54Top lndMdual Rnishcn: I. Joey
Keillor, Mankato Slate, 25:01; 2. Jesse
Westn.ip, North Dakota State, 25:07; 3. Andy
• Hopkins, Mirule!;o(a-Duluth, 25:19.
SCSU finlsbcn: 28. Greg Sorenson,
26:15; 119. Ryan Przybilb, 28:09; 126. Dan

North Dakota at South Dakota State
Moming5idc at Nebraska-Omaha

__,,

St. Cloud SCatcai MallkatoStaec, l p.m.
NorthDakotaStateatNorthemColorado
SouthDakotaatSouthDakotaState
Augustana at Momiog:side
Nebraska-Omaha at Nonh Dakooa

-

Zllwko'..D<Ll
North Dakota Slate al South DakOOI State
North Dakota at Augustana
Morningside at South Dakota

Hall,28,24; 130. BillyPo«s,28:34; !SJ.Kerry

c.ollins,29:45.

NCClocca

WOMF.N'SRESULT>"Team toeals: I. North Dakoa, 85; 2.
Northwest Misooori. 124; ). South DakOOI
Slate, 143; 4. Si. Olaf, 144; 5. UW-U~.
168; 17. sc:su, 461.
Top lndh1dual finlsbcn: l, Turcna

TRUMAN SI"ATE 3, HUSKIES 0

scsu _ _ _ _ _ o o- o

--

T5LJ _ _ _ _ _ 1

2-3

SCORINGI . TSU-Weber (Hartig) 8:00.

s«oodlwf
2. TSU-'Watcrs (Wickenhauser) 73:00; 3.
TSIJ--.-Slevens (unassisted) 83:00.

Shots: SCSU, 2; TSU, 9. Safts: SCSU
(Halverson), 6; TSU (Wickenhauser), 2
l'<lub: SCSU, 14; TSU, 8.

lfn#ntglay

Nortb.DakocaSCaceaiSC..CloudStatc, 7

p.m
Non:hemC.oloradoatSouthDakooa Slate
Nonh Dakota at Mankato State
Nebraska-Omaha at Augustana
~
North Dakoca at St. Cloud State, 7 p.m.
North Dakota Slate at Mankato State
Nebraska-Omaha at South Dakooa Stare
Northern Colorado at Augustana
Wlt!Ona Slate at Moming:side

-

"""'

NCC __.;;;,e;;;,e;;;,ee,
W,,rday &Pt. 28
Uq{MhfMSPM htt/114tfmwl

WntKIWO'

NorthDakouState·atAugustana
Mankato Slate at Northern Worado

.

2

Qg.

St. Cloud State at North Dakoca State, 4

~

SOuth Dakoca at St. Cloud State, 1 p.m.

MEN'S RESULT>"-

Color.ldo

~

Johnson, Luther, 17:16; 2, Stacy Johnson.
Augustana(S.D.), 17:36; 3,Michelle Clarke,
Mankato Slate, 17:38.
SCSUfinisben:67.janeIIKriesel, 19: 19;
fl). Mmy Pannan, l_9:34; 87. Ruth Fagerland,
19:48; 116, Ryan Fagerland, 20:10; 122.
Amanda Nessc, 20:15.

NCC c - Coulmn'~

2

Qg.

Metro Stale at Northan

:::,.

Ail E·N1fo Ns1 uo E~J s~~

~

Jamestown (N.D.) College at St. Ooud
Statc,4p.m.

--A
'

Macintosh computers
are now on sale.
(Okay, now go back to whatever you were domg.)

-

'

Power Macintostf 5400
PowerPC60Jell20MHz/J6118 RMI!
J.{,GB/8XCJ).RO,II.

Power MacintOSh" 7200
Pml'erPC6(JJ/120 MHdlf,MB IWl/1.2(,'B/

4X CD·Ro.11 and l2 cacbe.

\\I:! think }OOI" lifewoold heva5lly improved if yoo ~ d th~ kno\illedge: Macintosh· if you had a Macintosh, youU have theworldS easiest computer, which would allow
computers are available for less than the already affordable student prices. Whats
you to get your homework done a whole lot faster. Then you"d have plenty
more, with the Apple"Computer Loan and 9~-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can ~ time for the more important things in life. Anyway, we're
.J.
take home a Mac'without ha\ing to make a smgle payment for 3 months." Juq thmk, sorry to dL~turb you. Macintosh. The power to be your best'.
·
•
When you get to school, save big on a Mac~

Apple

Computer Store - St. Cloud State University
Engineering and Computing Center Room 101 - 8am - 4pm (l'vl-F)
http://WWW-ACS-STORE.STCLOUD.MSUS.EDU/
Power8ook"190cs
66MHz/&1/8 IUll/500.l!Blbad!iJ,

"I.Kf,t, ~ 01:k«/' II. I'/%. Nop,,ym"'1I ufin/tt"t:<l(Jrprm,1P,1/ MJI /x Tt't/Uiredjr J/()da.1'. /'11m,,:1111lTu111gdur111/1 /hi< 9().,1,,y~l<Xi "'// bl:mlded /l/lbtpr1n,;1/)111 and M·,1/ /J«,r m/frf:</ "W u·,1/ bt mc/u,/a/ m /b,
repaymml sdwlui~. F,;r ~rampk. tbt mo11//J ofAt9· WX> bml m1 i11/m:<I mk uf /J.Wt. •·1th an ,!11n11a/ Prrrm1t11;e flllk (APRJ_of /J.'}J'r.. Tb, mo11dJ/y fXJ/7'11!111 of 112 fi6 qllded
for rbt !'ui,n- At,onlw! 52(/{) t):<ltm
rs ,m ti;li111a/tbtl1«/on a IQlal kxm /11110J111l{/$1.9U.113 dd 1mJudaa.<t1mpl,p11rd:xupnaq( IJ.l'J'J,1nd11 6,{h./()(ln "''IWWlionj, lnkre<l 1:1rarl(d1ld:x,-.,don 1btp,1merakas rrportwlon rbt 51bbu.<mt!t<d,rrllj
1111111/iJ in Th:\\.al! Sln.-t,ijwm1l plusa.'{Jmtdrf3!h. .•~mdJ/;'/)(1)-mmlandAPR.,...,,a.<Jllmet "'ldt/frmml ,fp,i,,,·,pal and,hts nQi i,,d11Jes/alur h:,,/NJes/i.r. Tbel,ffieCcmpuler lro11bau118•)W1t/01m krm
~·ill! m prr,x1y111ml p;na/1)' and rs suhjtd lo awlil appmd. Mon/Uy P,,;·mm/S may rary ~ oo lldu,d (l))llj}Ulrr 1)1km prlUS. lol,l/ /1)1111 a"""'.'.'"· s/11/t'_,m,I k,,;,,l 11<,.,. and" d,a11J1• in th, 1111111ihl)· mriabk ,.,,,.,
,:,/r11W. ~ l'/96,ff!leCcm{JukT. /oc ,i// rig/!«rtNr!'td. Ajfk. ib,Affl't/oi,). Mat·. Afat."i11tad,. !wrrMatmlot!iJ. !il)kllt1krar,,/ 'Tb,/J(llt...,lo~J'Wrbnl ,rrrrrg,.<ltrtdlrod,mmil:<,f,'ff>ltCcm{W/fr. In,;, All Ma1:m1""'w111
pu!m arr dt$,g,,fd lo~ ~i/lk la 1rul,ddual, •ilh dmbililf 1il lmrn m-0rt (llS. 011/y). cu/180().(,()().7808 ,,rm• IJW.755.()61)/. S/111 r«tiing' Ala)t,.,;oo llB)uld ib,11/, aboul laM· sdJool.

,,oo,,

dua/-s(a11, color display.

th,

Get Drunk, And You Might Try This
With Someone's Head.
A high percentage of violent behavior
and campus "°ndalism is alcohol related.
~Moderation and Stoy Cool.

C,J99()~Depo,tmeniofHv,,,anSee,;c..
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A.Juw■a's eoDnndrnnt Is Dow OD display
by Sarah 11ec/c
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Giant eyeballs and a human form covered
in leaves.
•
Now, ''Conundrum." a third sculpture by
the same SCSU artist and alumna, Ruth
Thomas, is now being displayed in Atwood
Memorial Center.
"Life is a confusing puzzle and so is this
piece," Thomas writes in her August 1993

master's thesis.
''Conundrum" is a plaster sculpture with
several interlocking, puzzel-like pieces.
Thomas molded and mixed noses,
mouths. eyes, ears, hands and feet, creating a
collage of parts.The bedlam of human
fragments at one level relates to the
endlessness of the human form; we are aU so
different yet so very alike. Severa] ethnic
features are suggested. We are all part of the
same human quilt," Thomas writes.

S/uwA.Opa/1/AsslsrANTPH(JT(}fDITOR

According to Margaret Vos, director of
Atwood, ''Conundrum" has been in storage
for a few years and was donated at the same
time as the other pieces.
"Daphne," the leaf woman cringing from
an invisible, implied attacker, displayed on
the secood floor of Atwood; and "Pedagogic
Pathognomy," the eyeball sculptures
displayed in the hallway adjacent to Campus
Mart, were also created by Thomas. 'This
work is dealing with is.sues coming out of

•

her personal experiences," said Joe Aileen,
prof~ of 3!1, who taught Thomas during
her studies at SCSU.
"Daphne;' is ~ on a mythological
story. Thomas described her as a_;'huntress ·
who was blissful in her freedom." Apollo
found her in the woods one day, and he was
instantly smitten.
When Apollo tried to rape Daphne, she
pleaded with her father, the river god, to
help her escape.
He transfonned Daphne into a laurel tree
and she was saved The leaves of the !aural
tree are traditionally used to crown heroes.
Thomas said this tradition is a reminder of
Daphne's escape and Apollo's !.ove for her.
According to Thomas, ''Daphne"
symbolizes women's tendency to recoil from
their attackers and not fight back. "The
problem spans all races and socioeconomic
levels. They all long for transformation, of
themselves, of their situations, of their
partners," she writes.
''Pedagogic Pathognomy" is a study of
the varying emotions which can be seen in
the eye. "Subconciously we believe them
over the spoken wotd," Thomas writes.
Thomas used experiences gained while
traveling in Rome as a basis for the eyes'
designs. ''Each eye appears to be a stone
fragment.... Some of the images relate to
eyes fowid on well-known works of
sculpture," she writes.
The artistic works have an overall theme
of transfonnation and questioning, Thomas
said "The [figures are] a vehicle for her to
express her feelings and ideas," Aiken
explained.
Thomas said she chose sculpture to
communicate her feelings, thoughts and
ideas because it gives a solid and direct fonn
to study.
"Art can be seen as a reflection of one's
self and one's relation to the outer world.!'
she writes. "Art is philosophy illustrated."

Ryan Meyers, a ·junior majoring in mass communications, stops to ponder "Conundrum," by Ruth Thomas, who also
created the eyeball sculpture. The two sculptures can be viewed in Atwood Memorial Center. They hang In the hallway
adjacent to Campus Mart.

Indian issues discussed during brown bag lunch
by Robert Kraemer
STAFF WRITER

Cramped in the South Glacier
room of the Atwood Memorial
Center, the large audience listened
to the life story of a Native
American woman from Lake of
the Woods, Canada.
The first in the series of Brown
Bag Seminars was held Thursday,
Sept. 26.

1be storyteller was taken from
her grandmother's care by Catholic
nwis at the age of nine, Ellie Favcll
was forced to leave behind the
teachings of her grandmother and ·
was subject to abuses
unimaginable. Time and again she
was told that her ways of religion
were devil worship and satanic.
Up until that time Favell heard
only her native Ojibwe tongue
around her. Now she was being
persecuted and beaten if she dared

speak her own language. It was not
unusual for her to be forced to
stand in a garbage can or have her

immediately gave her a package
and told her to open iL
lmide was a pipe that would

1: ~ : : : • : : :
The more they beat me the more I
spoke my language," Faveil said.

===-ti••••===
==lyaod
/am a stubborn
·-r--·-·

kn~u:•

Later in life, Jong after the
trauma of boarding school and fist
fights on the playground were
over, Favell faced a serious heart
illness that had doctots skeptical of

~an~e:;:veWs
~(:~~s•pe
demand a lot of

''I didn't feel
worthy and
woooered why he

=~1::~.
ri~~~t~w~~~ ~:;;;ar
:~ ::~on~~i°;~=e<I =~:

!:i~s~i:;~i~~~i;:

It was a struggle for her to even

seeing the mountain in the micklle
of nowhere and knowing that it
was a special place. She was
greeted by an older gentleman who
had been expecting her. He

me."

''What should have taken fortyfive minutes to reach the top took
me four hours. Each time I had to

"

woman. fbe ,nore
they beat me the
more I spoke my

la:!7:e:·

to prepare to

~~=

alone and pray to the Creator for
her life back. She had been without
will for a lohg time, but agreed to
participate in the endeavor if it
meant she would get well.

.

~i=h
thought 'I
::'~di:nehere
would know,'
but I was
determined.,"
Favell said.
Not only

sweat lodges for women and helps
children in correctional facilities in
the Twin Cities area

she~~~~:=:~n
with you only what hit home and
leave behind what you don't agree
wi th."
1be American Indian Center
will spo~ four more Brown Bag
Seminars, 'Thursdays in the South
Glacier Room of Atwood. .

=~:£::but ;7£~~!:~
~=:~
set

Fa~ell is D?W

~~;:,e°'!sr

be

Students seeking services from

a pipe earner
the American /ndilln Cen1ercan
~rand has regair:t~~ - find it al 720 Fourth Avenue South
for life she once had before her
or by phone 654-5449·
illness. She overcame persecution
and tonnent as well as her own
prejudices. She currently holds
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MELLENCAMP MIXES MUSICAL STYLES
additional punch to the music and lyrics
that has been lacking on the artist's last
couple of'albums.

On the album, gypsy
violins mingle with -rock
and roll guitars and drum
tracks for a feel that is both
bleak
and
sWampy.
Mellencamp and Vasquez
have fashioned a mystical,
dreary world of sound
by Frank Rajkowski
where Woody Guthrie
MUSIC CRITIC
openly fraternizes with
Trent
Reznor. The album's
As someone who's grown up listening '
to John Mellencamp's music ("American title is ironic as the tone is
Fool" was the first album I ever lx>ught), one of pessimism. Many
I Was more than a little apprehensive to of the lyrics deal with a
hear he was collaborating with mix guru man coming to terms with
Junior Vasquez, best known for his work his demons.
with Madonna and other dance music.

On the album,

'I'Qe music and lyrics do brighten up in
a few places, notably on the album's first
single "Key West lntennezzo (I Saw You
First)." On the tale of a tropical love
triangle, Vasquez's drum track blends so
effortlessly ' with the folk rock
arrangement you almost don't realize its
there. But it is part of what makes the
song so undeniably addictive, the FDA
may already be holding hearings looking
into it.

gypsy violins
mingle with rock
and roll guitars
and drum tracks
for a feel that is
both bleak and

Another highlight is "Just Another
Day," a song about ki11ing time that rides
along. on a lick so tasty you'll want to
serve it for dinner with a side of mashed
potatoes. "Emotional Love" is flavored
by shades of Sly and the Family Stone
and the acoustic ditty "Jackamo Road"
concludes with a New Orleans style horn
arrangement.

The songs veer from
Had the artist who, along with Tom 1the occasionally cheery to
Petty and Bruce Springsteen, provided an the deeply macabre. In
oasis of integrity to an ~Os pop scene half

The apocalyptic
tone of '1bis May
Not Be the End of
the World" is an
excellent example of
how well Vasquez' s
rhythm arrangements suit Mellencamp's
lyrics. The same can be said of the dark
and driftless "Circling Around the
Moon," a song about the pain of
relationships ending badly.

swampy.

many of them Mellencamp sounds like a

torked on moog synthesizers and bad hair
bands, finally succumbed to the

heartland
doomsayer,
almost
a
backwoods, trailer-park preacher of sorts.

temptations and gone pre-prograIIlmed'!

Meanwhile, the breaks in between are

Toe answer is no. Mellencamp!s new
album "Mr. Happy Go Lucky" renders

punctuated with enough silly sound
effects to satisfy even a Pink Floyd freak

such fears as meaningless as the promises
of a drunken politician in a tavern the day
before an election.

gone half mad in an Ibogaine frenzy.
Taken in itS entirety, the album plays
like a mid-life Cf'lsls of sorts. In other
words, its feels real and the integrity is
intact.

Rather than distracting from the rural
rock stylings that have always
characterized Mellencamp's music,
Vasquez's arrangements are subtle and
unintrusive. In fact, they serve to add an

SOmething ominous is in store and from
the minute the violins fade into the
crashing drums of "Jerry" the ride is on.
1be song is a tale of a man who lives his
life through the eyes
of his children, rides
a skateboard and is
numb to reality. That
Mellencamp
sets
someorle like that up
for criticism may
seem hypocritical
for a man who
makes his living as a
rock and roU star,
but he manages to
pull it off.

The record begins with an overture of
classical violiiis that seem to indicate

MeUencamp hasn't abandoned the
topical lyrics that have permeated many
of his previous albums. In "Mr. Bellows,"
he updates the plain folks political
commentary so prevalent in Woody
G\lthrie's work, for the 1990s as a
common man discusses the president, the
Queen of England antt;Jesus. The album's
final song "Life is Hard" speaks for itself.

University Chronicle
ADVERTISING

255-3943

All in all, mixing up the sound has
been good for Mellencamp. The album
sounds like the work of a man who's been
to heU and is back again - sounding as
sincere and passionate as ever. Perhaps
the tone of the album, is best summed up
by the lyrics of 'The Full Catastrophe," a
song about surviving. "I've opened my
belt to trouble every day/Ain't looking for
a fight/But you know I wor)' t run
away/From the full catastrophe of life,"
Mellencamp sings and on "Mr. Happy Go
Lucky" he not only doesn' t run away
from life's troubles, he takes. them on
directly and comes out at:>ead.

Visit University (:hranick ..
On-line!
http://www.stcloud.msus.edu/-uconline
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MDA"is where
help and ~ope meet.

CALL TODAY!

Muec:ularOy"'°f)hy~latlon

1-800-572-1717

At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel
strongly about the quality of education we provide
to our 600 students ~nd their preparedness for
satisfying careers.
As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide
you with an educational experience featuring:

· • SSyearsofexpertisedevelopingamt-rounded,
rigorouseducationalprogriminteg!'itingthebasicand

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiroprartk therapeutics, mtness care and practice management;
Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;
11:lstudent•to-facultyratio,indMdualficultyattention,
easy access to educational resources;
Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics
and fiye College publ~c clinics;
Extensivtinterdisciplinaryclinicatteamlngopportunjties;
Aresearch center known intem;itionally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic science and the profession;
Final term, full-time private practice internships globally;
Abeautiful 25-acrecampusfeaturing leading•edgedassrooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;
Career Services Office toassist_graduatesin job
placement;
New stiie-of-the-art library to support educ,ation and
research.

For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

1-800-81!8-4 777.

Still Deciding?
.

~
?.1.->
'. l .
"-·
t

For Career Information

Call
612-654-5089
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Java Joint recreates seventies dance fever
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

When students at SCSU think
of the seventies, they are often
overcome with flashbacks to their
parents• youth.
Saturday night at the Java Joint
nearly 100 people showed up in
groovy, happenin• threads to dance
to mixes surrounded in an
environmen1 of the 70s era in order
to claim that disco is not dead.
"It's a great way to provide
alternative entertainment for

underage people," said Roxanne
Mika, the owner of Java Joint.
The purpose of this theme party
was to donate winter clothes and

canned food to help Catholic
charities in the St. Cloud area To
eoceurage people ·10 bring donation
items, Java Joint gave a-dollar off
the cover ch.arge.
Java Joint has non-alcoholic
beverages, coffee, espresso, tea
and soda available. Titls allows
people to get out and meet people
in an alternative situation.

.._

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PH(JT()(;IWHER

Patrons at the Java Joint catch Saturday night fever at the Disco Dance Party. Dancers donated items for Catholic charities.
\' R I
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There was pum!)ing bass
emanating from the dance floor
accompanied by the flashing of a
strobe light. The dance floor was
filled with bell bottoms, pastels,
open chested shirts and theever
present hip, huggers.

f• The tunes which could be heard
from the dance floor consisted of
,,nany 70s classi~: Ran~ from a
'. keyboard synthesized version of
Beethoven's 5th symphony to the 1
' Village People the live DJ knew ·
how to keep the party alive and
well.
'

r

"Pretty cool, groovy, way out,
right on, there's just no other way
to describe it. I'm here for a good
time and to hang out with friends,"
Neil Tenvoorde a party goer said.
Ofice a month Java Joint puts
on a special party. At the end of October there will be a costume
party and at the end of November
there will be an 80s, retro party.

"We're really trying to provide
a source of entertainment for the
underage crowd in this town.
Every Thursday, Friday and
Saturday night we have live music
and now we ·are having a special
p~ once a month", Mika said
With an alternative to the
typical dance club scenario
students of SCSU now have an
option for a good evening. With
Ii ve acts on the weekends and
special theme parties once a
month, the Java Joint is an option
for weekend entertainmenL

Visit University
Chronicle
On-line!
http://www.stcloud.·
n,r ·•
msus.edu/;-oconline

IRONICALLY; THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement·
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You1I want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planni~g.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax deferra1 and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each month
beginning at age 30 and you can accumulate
over $172,109° ily the time you reach age 65.
But wait ten years and you'll have to budget
$219 each month to reach _the same goal.

E.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred •
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.8 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call tcxlay and learn how simple it is to
build a secure tomorrow when you have time
and TIAA:CREF working on your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 81XJ 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.""'
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EorroRIAL

~ attendance

policyIf SCSU aims to be a quality institution of higher education,
why does it treat its students like _grade-schoolers?·
Most general education classes at this university base a larg~
part of students' grades on attendance. Forcing students to come
to class results in increased class attendance.
Forcing students to attend ciass for their own good ignores
the fact that a college education is as much about leaniing
responsibility as earning a degree.
If students do not attend class, there is either a problem with
students or the class. Whether or not it's worth a student's time
to come to class should be determined by grade points earned.
_ Grading based on attendance encourages lower standards for
a class. If a large number of students feel no need to show up
for class, chances are the curriculum should be improved. This
is not.a-popular option among.faculty, some of whom regard the
value of their lectures as highly as ·the Get!ysburg Address.
These instructors are personally offended when students have
better things to do than attend their class. They assume no
matter what the students think or know, be or she will be better
off having attended class.
t
The university shoold have enough respect for students who
pay $250 for the privilege of talcing a class to let them decide '
for themselves whether or not to go on a given day. Treating
students like irresponsible children is a self-fulfilling prophecy.
It hurts both them and the university.

STAFF OPINION
by Eric J. Hedlund, Editor-in-chief

Music can';:b ring joy, stress

much in my first two years of
more mistakes I make.
Performance anxiety can
college, I was getting behind
cause all sorts of problems.
It isn't always like that.
in
my pursuit of a mass
Hm, I bet that caught some Sometimes things go
1 extremely weU; and
, communications ,major.. And
people's attention.
so, I retired from the
all I feel is the
Well, not to worry.
orchestra.
exhiliration of
In my case, I
· One of the staff here told
playing wonderful
have cello
me the University Lutheran
music to people
perfonnance
church was lookjpg for some
whoenjo)'it.
anxiety. In a way
In addition to my 'Frrftis1Ciai1s to provide some
I'm fortunate,
music, and I thooght, "Hey,
work at University
because other fonns
· Chronicle, I use.d to why not? It's been two years
of performance
.
I
since I've played in front of an
be principal cellist
anxiety can be even
Members of the U.S. Congress have _run into their resp&tive more problematic.
of the incomparable audience. What could possibly
closets, avoiding a controversial issue by squelching the rights
go wrong?"
SCSU Sonare Chamber
Not familiar with cello
of people involved in homosexual relationships.
Orchestra. And if I'm showing ' 1· It was a rather last-minute
performance anxiety? Well, I
_ On Sept I 0, the Senate voted 85-14 for the Defense of
thing, so I broke out some old
have been playing the cello for a little bit of bias, it's all
Marriage Act Although states are allowed to decide whether
music and practiced long and
12 years, and those years have completely intentional.
they want to recognize same-sex marriages, the act prohibits
hard for aboot one-and-a-half
Those two years in Sonare
brought me a great deal of
those in same-sex marriages from receiving federal benefits like happiness. I have developed a were very exciting. We played days.
Social Security and Medicare. The bill allows states to refuse
It's amazing what kind of
all s0rts of different venues, as
deep respect for the
recognition of same-sex marriages in other states. This violates
calluses one develops after
instrument and other cellists.
the Full Faith and Credit Article of the Constitution. ,
playing for 12 years, and it's
Jokes about how cellos take
The Senate also voted 50-49 against the Employment Nonamazing how much your
longer to bum than violins
DiSCrimination Act, which would have prohibited employers
fingers can hurt once they've
will be met with an icy stare.
from discriminating against employees on the basis of sexual
worn off.
With that happiness has come
orientation.
After almost every
a good deal of stress.
At any rate, I played for the
ToJ?;ether these decisions ensure that people involved in
I enjoy playing,_ Every time
solo peiformance congregation as they entered
homosexljlll relationships do not receive federal or employment I play solo in front of a group
for the morning service, and
benefits.
'
I always bear_
of people, even close friends, I
as they filed oot It was a little
People who f'J'I same-sex marriages go against traditional
spooky, feeling that pressure
get nervous, tense. and a bit
myself
saying,
values and the sanctity of marriage need to wake up.
to do well again, but in a way,
clumsy.
"You know, I
Homosexual relationships have been around for ages.
I liked feeling it.
After almost every solo
People in homosexual relationships sleep, eat, pay taxes,
sounded a lot
It reminded me of why I
performance, I always hear
have mood swings and go through the assorted trials and
myself saying, "You know, I
chosen to play in the first
better when I was had
tribulations everyone else does. Now they have to live with the
sounded a lot better when I
place, what had made me stick
fact that their identity is unacceptable to a homophobic
practicing.,,
was practicing."
with it all those years.
Congress th;it believes the ·advantages for those in heterosexual
Sure, a lot of times people
If someone can bdng
relationships shoold not be extended to another segment of the
don't hear my mis~. unfess well as touring the United
happiness to themselves and
population that pays taxes.
Kingdom in the summer of
many others at one time,
they're
fellow
musicians
or
The Sept. IO votes are an extension of the indecision in
1993. Cathedrals are built for
without creating pollution or
Congress during the "don't ast don't tell" era. It is a shame that extremely familiar with the
~sound, let me tell you.
piece I'm playing, but I hear
spreading disease or any other
a person who shares years of companionship with their same~
Unfortunately, by
ill effects (apart a slipped note
them. And they frustrate me.
sex lover cannot share the same benefits as people in
coricentrating on my music so or two), ir 11\Ust be worth it.
The more frus~ I get, the
heterosexual relationships.

EDITORIAL

·c ongress votes
for homophobia

• •
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South·side needs
cooperation.
St. Cloud has been buzzing over the big bust that occurred at the Theta
Chi Frat House Friday morning. Once again, SCSU has been painted by
the media as a refuge for drunkards and a safe haven for a breed of
vandals not seen since the Huns overtook Rome sometime last
millennium.
Let me make it clear that I have no personal sympathy for the members
of Theta Chi. Yes, the JX)lice bust wasn't the standard operating procedure
most people who throw house parties have come to expect, but the fact of
the matter is this. Society has laws and even ifl happen to disagree with
some of them they are still laws. If you break them, be prepared to accept
the punishment if you're caught
That being said, it's important to look not so much at the bust of an
individua1 house and the ridicu1ous amount of
J\.iEDIA
COverage it generate.d., but at the reasons behind it
MEDITATIONS Anyone who has been following local politics of
late will realize the issues behind this bust. and one
· that came earlier, had to do not so much with safety
or concern for the party goers well-being as it did
with politics.
One of the hot topics at the Sept. 23 meeting of
the St Cloud City Council was minors consuming -.:
alcohol.The general ccinsenstisthat emerged was
that the city is not doing enough to stop it. So the
council threatened local bars and liquor stores with
stiffer penalties for selling to those under age 21
and the police promised to crack down on minor

BY FRANK
RAJKOWSKI

COi):~;:

~ier to catch many underage
_college students drinking beer at an overcrowded
house party than it is to chase down a few local
high schoolers on a dusty back road with a bottle of whiskey they've
stolen from their parents, the busts are on. More than 150 citations later,
police have given the public the impression they're actually doing
ha~pew, t,,el to.tu. iheif belief that
SCSU represents the apocalypse and everything would be better if the
university didn't exist at all, much less in their backyards.
To be fair, many of these residents have had to put up with an awful lot
and have every right to be upset with the drunken morons who have
wandered through their yards, broken their fences and/or urinated on their
homes. There is no excuse for that kind of behavior. No tax-paying citiz.en
should have to tolerate t$fl'm in,{avor of stiffer penalties for the idiots
caught doing it Still, not all of the people who commit these acts are
SCSU students.and the ones that are represent a tiny percentage of the
student population. And although it may not seem conceivable to some, St
Ooud isn't as bad as other college towns I've seen.
Yet, it is by no means a good situation.Understandably these residents
want the university to get tough on its students. Unfortunately, some of
their demands are not feasible and unfair. For example, they want the
university to expel students who accumulate several off campus citations
during their time in school. While grounds.for this are actually provided in
the Minnespta State Colleges and Universities disciplinary policies, it is
generally meant only to get rid of students who have been convicted of
felonies.
.
.
While it is certainly irresponsible-to accumulate three noise violations
in one year, it is no more grounds for expulsion from school than being
ticketed three times in a year for speedingis for losing your job, unless
you're in delivery. Besides, noise violations are often given to.small
gatherings that happened to have the music playing too loud and whose
neighbors, rather than coming over and asking them to tum it down, called
the police immediately.
Furnishing alcohol to minors, while a serious offense, is·not a felony. A
student caught doing it should no more be kicked out of school than a.
parent who is caught doing it at a graduation party should be fired.Taking
those kinds of measures would not only be unfair, but would set the
university at risk for costly lawsuits. Many of these residents would not
feel comfortable being told to do something that would probably get them
sued. They 'should not be surprised to find that the university isn't either.
Alcohol would be a problem whether the university was here or not.
Communities all over the world have struggled with it throughout
time.The university brings in a huge amount of young people and thus
brings in a large amount of young drinkers, but it also brings in a
tremendous amount of diversity. Many retailers and restauranteers depend
on students, as both employees and patrons, to survive. In short, St Cloud
might very well have been a <;old Upsala had SCSU not been established
here.
To play the blame game is pointless, but there are solutions. Perhaps
vandalism may be diminished if the police provided a tighter presence
along the main alleys and streets students travel on their way home from
the bars. Perhaps many students and residents would get along better.if
they took the time to understand each others expectations and concerns
and didn't actas if they were from different planets. These.are positive.,
solutions and would lead to a ~ r relationship between all parties.

- -.-.""""'ln<f,ou!lu;clc.~<le!I!,,

Letter Policy
All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone Number
Signature

Student clarifies views
about martial arts
Thank you for finally doing an article on the
arts goes. It combines the arts of taiji, kempo karate.
martial arts. This is an area on,campus that really
; judo.jujitsu; quan Ii k'an, and Filipil}O stick and knife
deserves and needs more coverage than.it gets. People fighting. We emphasize a group or cooperative
have very strange ideas about martial artists. They
learning process in which I act as instructor but all
think we're either super peopk that can do some son
opinions are valid and encouraged to be voiced. We
of strange miracles or they think we're macho bound
learn as a team, not as instructor to student. I'm the
suckers that are only out to learn how to kick peoples
instructor because I've been doing it the longest.
butts that have no clue what real society is like. It was
Sometimes we will break into small groups if we have
also very nice to see you interview a woman;nartial
enough people. The·groups then see what they can
artist. Many people do not think that women can be
come up with depending on what's being studied that
martial artists.
day. We encourage people from Qthei: martial arts to
Some things I need to point out to you are: I) taiji
come andjojn us and add their pool of knowledge to
and tai chi are the same thing. 2) the tai chi club is no the group. We have no ranking system and no set in
longer functional as far a my knowledge goes, but the
stone curriculum. We train so that individual strengths
taiji/qigong (chi kung) club is functional and meets on
strengthened and weakness are eliminated. We try
Thursdays and Fridays in the Halenbeck wrestling
to do very realistic training. People are encouraged to
room from 8•9:30 am. Having been a fonner
train in their street clothes, we randomly~attack one
president of the Guk Sun Do club, I was under the
another just to see how they respond. We do
impression that Guk Sun Do was not a martial art and
situational training. Last year we sh~t-off all the lights
was not promoted as a martial art. It is simply a
in the wrestling gym, turned on a radio really loud and
meditative art, whiCh is very effective 3) Taijiquan
broke off into groups of three. Two people out of the
(tai chi chuan) is not primarily dedicated to physical
three would then attempt to "intimidate" the third and
health and spiritual growth. It is a killing martial art
the third person's job was to stay calm, de--escaJate, try
based around acupuncture points, physical destruction
to keep themselves out of a bad spot strategically and
of anatomy and the destroying of another's internal
finally to simulate self-defense if necessary. We then
energy, What a person must do tQ gain these abilitiis
processed this exercise much like a therapy &to\!-P
is how health and spirituality are enhanced. Once you
would process a piece of experiential learning.
know how bad you can hurt someone you all of a
Anyway, your invited to join us. If an article about
sudden become very spiritual :
the group is prcx:luced so be it, but better yet if you get
I would like to invite someone from University
interested in training in· taiji and can find something
Chronicle to come to one of our practices. It would be that empowers you.
nice to have you there. The more people that can
per,onally experience laiji and lhe more people that
Darrin Coe
can come together in a friendly atmosphere, the better.
Graduate student
This is a very unique club c;,n campus as far as martial
Behavior analysis

are
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Classifieds

Housing

Dishwasher, microwave, NC. Dan,
255-9163.

Policies:

1-BDRM. APT.
$360-$380/month. Basic utilities
included, Available now. Located on
bus line. Parl<ing irduded.
255-9262.

A Group of 3 or 4?
Large apt. complete with large
rooms. Close to campus. $205$220/month. Heat included.
255-9262

•

2-BDRM. APT.
$415-$435/month. Avail. Sept. 15.
Heat, water, garbage, off-street
parl<ing inciuded. On campus
clipper bus line. 255-9262.

AVAllABLE IMMEDIATELY.
Large, non-smo~ng. two-bdrm. apt
Laundry, microwaves, reserved off.
street parl<ing. Newly remodeled,
must see. $460. ca1 251-0029. No

answer, leave message.

4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. DN>I, NC, ~rge
.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
rooms, 2 baths. Individual leases. · One-bdrm. apts. near Cobom's,
$220/mo. per person. 255-9262.
downtown. Available now and 10/1.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off.
BENTONWOOD.
streetparl<ing, $15. 259-4841.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE SI. Cloud on
bus line. $360-$450. Heat paid.
$199/MONTH.
Dan, 255-9163.
Private rooms in two bath-apts.
Across from UcPik-Kwik. Qu-,, well·
COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
'-- managed
bldg.
Sub-lease Private rooms in four-bdrm. apts.,
situations. $ saving opportunity. heat paid, close SCSU, call 251Below market rent, low deposit. 8284, 251·!J1.18.
259-0977.
COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
$205/MONTH.
Two-bdrm. apts. available now and
4-bdrm. apt. Individual leases. winter quarter. Near hockey center.
Wal~ng distance to SCSU.
Dan, 255-9163.
255-9262.

•
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Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes.two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
Cla.ssilieds will not be acoepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
_
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during nonnal business hours.

FEMALE SUBLEASER
needed to share 2/bdnn. apartment.

FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street from

Convenient, close to campus.
$225/mo. 654-9358. Ask for

campus. 251-0525.

Deanna.

HOUSING.
Dan, 255-9163.

FEMALE WANTED.
Private room, six-bdrm. house on
6th. Heat paid. 251-6005.
FOR IMMEDIATE SUBLET,
single room . in female house,
garage, laundry, hardwood floors.
Great deal! $220/month, will
negotiate. (800) 733-5129 or (612)
531-9158.

FOUR-BDRM. APARTMENT.
Hea, cable and electric paid. New
carpet, laundry and parking
available. Campus close. 251·

6005, 253-4042.

I

Effectiue Immediately
SCSU students arrested for behavior
off-campus which endangers students
and/ or adversely affects the lawful
educational mission, process or function
including but not limited to: selling or
otherwise providing alcohol to underage
students; selling or distributing illicit drugs;
sexual violence; may be subject to university
disciplinary actions in accordance with the
SCSU Code of Conduct.
,,Copies of the Code of Conduct are available in the Office of Student Life and
Development in Atwood Memorial Center,
Room 106, and available on the World Wide
Web at: www.stcloud.msus.edu/
stu_handbook/ codel.html

General Notice

UKENEW
four-bedroom apt. near campus.

micros and heat paid. Results
Property Manageme"' 253-0910.

SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt New carpet.
$1~35. 5th Ave. and 6th St.
251-0525.
TWO-BDRM APT.,

Two baths, new carpet, paint, NC,
rncrowave. Individual leases. Heat
paid. 253-1320.

close SCSU. Also single rooms in

M&M SUITES.
One room efficiency available for
female. Clean, quiet building.
Utilities, cabk> irduded. 259-9434.

VACANCY
for males and females in three and
four bedroom apts. and house.
Heat paid, parl<ing, laundry, campus
close. Quiet and clean, E.P.M. 251·

NON-SMOKER,
~ln:rtt~~/~tr;,:~nci~~:fi
location. 202-8191.·

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.
Live at SCSU's best off-campus
student housing complex.
Whirlpool; heated · parking (•
available), new carpet and onsight caretakers. Located
across from Halenbeck Hall.
One male and one female room
available either for immediate
occupancy or for . winter and
spnng quarter. Call (320) 240-

0234.
ONE-BDRM.
Complete~ remodeled. Close to
campus and bars. Call 2599319.
ONE OR TWO-BDRM APT.
in house. No pets. 253-5340.
ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
Very
nice!
Male/female,
$210/month. Phone 267-3291,

Greg.
SHARE HOUSE,
two-bdrrns. available, mil. $175,
$135. 656-0836.

SINGLE ROOMS 'AVAIL
NOW.
Individual
leases.
$205$220/mo. Close to campus.
·Large rooms. •ott street
parl<ing. 'Heat included. '2559262.
SINGLE ROOMS.
MaleMemale. Eight great
locations. Quaity iving. Dan,
255-9163.

three and four. Call 251-8284, 251·
9418.

6005.
WOMAN NEEDED
to share house. Within walk.Ing
distar<e. Julie, 252-9839.
WOMAN TO SHARE HOUSE.
Walking distance to SCSU.
Available now. $160/month. Call •
Jen, 252-9839.

Attention
ALLERGIES?
HeattH ~Service providers and
pharmacy can help you get relief
nowl! Compare our -prices. Call for
an appointrnenttoday 255-3193.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from SJ)OOSOrs!! No repayments,
everl!! $$$ Cash for oollege $$$.
For info: (800) 243-2435 or (800)
AID2HELP.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
OVer $6 billion in public and private
sector grants and scholarships is
now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more info.
call: (800) 2~95 ext. F56815.
CHECK IT OUT!
The St. Cloud Student Connection,
St. Cloud's on~ off-campus internet
resource news, entertainmen~ chatlines, free, dassifieds and lots more.
HTTP:/NIPSC.COM.
GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes for pennies on $1.
Delinquenl tax. repo's, reo's, Your
area. Toll free, (800) 898-9n8 ext.
H-3883 for current listings.

SUBLEASES.
Male/female, single/double in
houses. Great locations, quality
iving, free parl<ing. Dan, 2559163.

MOVING SALE:
furniture (kitchen lining set, tabk>s,
televisions, beds, dresser, IBM
typewnter, etc.) and many
household lterro. All great condition.
Call 251-0359, Nancy.

SUBLET SPECIALS,
Three and four-bdrm. units

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.

close to SCSU. Dishwashers,
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PREGNANCY

FREE TRIPS & CASH!
Sell ski & spring break beach trips.
Hottest places & coolest spaces.
Gall immediately, Student Express,
Inc., (600) SURFS-UP.
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circu~ boards/electronic
oomponents at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
660-7691 ext. C200.

lESllNG.

HELP WANTED.
Theater majors. Make money
performing humorous skits for
audiences. Part-time, flexible hours.
Good pay. Training and costumes
pro~ded. 252-1012.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WO's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 698-9TT6 ext. A,3663 for
current listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
r.r/ 7 nights hoteV free nightly social
hour/ party package/ discounts.
(800) 366-4766, (612) 693-9679.
SPRING BREAK MAZAn.AN!
From $399. (800) 395-4696.
TOM~ BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270, 9 \\llson SE. Special on
Wednesdays. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. r.I other weekdays, $6. ·
TYPING.
Efficient service, reasonable rates,
fte~ble hours. Call r.ice, 251-7001.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional -and courteous, will
work with you to determine a

shooting schedule that v.11 Irr your
wedding day plans. _Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to ~ke sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and ' - • call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., SUtte 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
$1,000'5 POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Trnl lree,
(800) 698-9TT6 ext. T-3663 for
listings.
$1,000'5 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.

Toll lree, (600) 698-9TT6 ext. R3883 for listings.

r
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$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.
f,jLASKA EMPLOYMENT.
51udents Needed! Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per
month. Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female. No
experience necassary. Can (206)
971-3510 ext. A56614.
ATTENTION EVERYONE!
Earn $500 to $1500 weekly worldng
from home/dorm! No experience
necessary! Set your own hours!
Serious indi-.duals call TOLL FREE
(600) 567-6232.
BEST JOB OPPORTUNITY
in town! $265-$475/weekly. St
Cloud company has several
openings, full and part time. Gall
251-1752.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING.
Earn up to $2000+/month on cruise
ships or land tour ~anies. Wor1d
travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more
inlormation call (206) 971-3550 ext.
C56616.
EARN $500 OR MORE
weekly stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Counby Living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, P.O. Box
1TT9, Denham Springs, LA 70727.
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200-$500 wee~y mailing
phone cards. For information send a
self-addressed stamped envelope
to: Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL
33164.
Find =~~:~A~H~dent
representatives are already earning
free trips and lots of cash wtth
America's #1 Spnng Break
compa7" Se~ only 158tri~s and
~~~~tla~e! Jam!~n'or aF~~~!i
Campus 'manager posItIons also
available Call now! Take a Break
Student Travel (800) 95-BREAKI

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at
national parks, forests & wildlife
preserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Gall: (206) 971-3620 ext
N56614.
RESIOENTlf,jl CAR_E
COUNSELORS.
Looking for a challenge? We have a
job for you. Looking for people
interested in working with disabled
adults. Valuable experience for
social work, psychology and
medical students. H interested call
654-1420 during regular business
hours M-F. Starting wage of
$6.50/hr. Various hours are
available.
SCSU STlJOENT WORK.
$11 to start. Flexible schedule. No
experience necessary. Resume
experience
Internships
/scholarships. Call 656-TT50.
WANTED:
part-time cooks for Riverboat Depot
located at 2 Riverside Ave. N.,
Sartell.
m.mediate openings
available.

For Sale
'65 HONDA PRELUDE.
Nice car, dean. $2500 or b.o. 656·
0636.
FORDF-150
4X4, 5-speed, 6-cylinder. $7500 or
blo. 252-4TT5.
APT. SIZE TABLE/CHAIRS,
$15. Word processor, $200. Ladies
leather and lur coats $25 each.
Fastrak and E-force $125 each.
Answering machine, $10. Karen,
253-5061,
GREAT COUCHI
Clean, good coodttion. $30/o.o, 2408273.
----,L~O~V"'ES"E,.,-AT=-CC-c-0=-U-:-:C::,H,. -Cleaned, great condition. $40. Call
255-5552.

-----,====--NIKON F3-HP
w/MD4 motor dnve, two NIcad Bp',

waist level finder, additional Bscreen Ah2 adaptor. 3004.5 and
more. Call 253-9493.
PIONEER CD, AMP ALPINE
cassette. Must sell.. Ask for Mike.

255-0630.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
support group. Aie you married, a
parent, or over 23? Meet others,
share
experiences:
each
We(:lnesday, 11 :00 in Stewart Hall
103. Contact Shelly, 255-3171.

SNAKE:
Red-tail boa lor sa~. Cage includ~.
$225. 743-2734.
USED FURNITURE.
Reasonably priced. 654-0546.

OPENING THE DOOR TO YOUR
FUTlJREI
AMA,
American
Marketing
Association meetings Wednesday,
SH 306, 12:00 and 5:00.

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are real! Love your neighbor as
yourseH. Then ye will know the truth,
and the truth will set ye free!!
NAMEASTAR
#1 gift for someone special. It's out
of this world! $33. Star Directory.
(800) 500-3126.
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. The U.S. more
Christian than Nazi Germany? Are
Htt~rs oonoordc; with the Yatican,
priests leading Nazi troops to
slaughter SertJs in Yugoslavia, the
Iron Cross, 'god s with us' imprinted
on Nazi belt buckles, killing Jews
because "they kil~ Christ,' etc., a
'vague oonnection' to Christiantty?
No separation of state and church in
Nazi Germany. Nazi Germany is a
counterexample to •a11 Christians
are good and all atfiests are bad.' A
slaughter is a slaughterer, and a
torturer is a torturer, including the
bl>lk:al Jesus. Question everything.
Atheism is true.
"PROFESSING TO BE WISE,
tliey became loos." (Romans 1:22).

Notices
f,jLCOHOUCS ANONYMOUS
new meeting time. Starting Sept.
11, AA will meet at 3:00 on
Thursdays. For further info. call
Cheryl at 656-1TT5 or JoAnne at
255-4650.
ALL MAJORS
are weloome. The
Speech Communication
Association Student Club
has a lot to offer you! Checl<
it out! Meetings are on
Tuesdays 10:00 a.m., MS
115.

BLOOD DONORS
urgently needed!! Red Cross
Blocxlmobile is at 1204 South 7th
Street every Friday from 9:00 a.m.
until 2:00 p.m. Phone 251-7641.
Walk-ins welcome.

SCSU STlJDENTS
interested in prelaw are invited to
attend and bring your questions to a
meeting of SCSU students
interested in prelaw. SCSU
Coordinating Prelaw Or. Steve
Frank v.11 cover the follov.ng topics
· 2:00 Tuesday, October 1 in Stewart
306: what do lawyers do, what s
law school like and how should a
student prepare for law school? The
SCSU Prelaw Association meets
Tuesdays at 10 a.Ql. in the Atwood
Mississippi Room. Prelaw students
are asked to read the "Prelaw
SCSU"
web
page
at:
http:/mGGER.STCLOUD.MSUS.E
DU/-T00001/.
STlJDENT GOVERNMENT
has positions available: finance
committee members, finance vice
chair, fee allocation committee
member, and judicial council
members. Applications available in
AMC 116. Due 1Cf-3-96.
UNIVERSITY SPORTS BAND
has started. Rehearsals are
Wednesday and Thursday from
4:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. in PAC 127.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
~ a l_ _ _ . _ , . _ .
Wanted
1111 - -.. -

1997 Spring BrHk Trawl Packages
~m - . . - MONEY and fREE TRIPS

Call lNTER.cAMPUS PROGRAMS

M1f' 1-8~~~.l,:~13~

GOOD
WEEKLY ·
INCOME

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
meets at 3:00 p.m. SH227
every
Thursday
all
welcome. Call Tom, 2400660.

processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! RushSAS.E.:

ATTENTION WOMEN!
Want to have fun, meet
new people and Qive back
to your ~mu~ity? Call
Jess at Phi Epsilon Alpha
Social Sorority 252 9839

HOLLYWOOD.FL 33020

V KC. SUITE 174
1861 N-FEDERAL HWY

Read, R·&ACT, 1/Jire
Is there something youJust can't keep to yourself anymore?
Thep write us a letter!

U.S. Mail

Opinions editor
University Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

Fax: (320) 255-2164
E-mail: chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
Usenet: chronicle.misc
Web: http://www.stcloud.msus.edu/~uconline/
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WHO?

Aria Commumcations

WHAT is Aria?
R creatiue direct marketinQ company specializing in personal
communications with our clients' customers.
We work with nonprofit and for-profit organizations nationally!

WHERE?
Conuenient downtown location, close to campus and right on the busline.

WHY choose Aria?

** carinQ
fle11ible schedulinQ and early euenin11 shifts
•
and supportiue management ream
** oase
No cold callinQ
waQe plOs incentiues based on your performance
* e11perienl:e
personal and professiona growth in our fun call center - learn from
the best!
·
** paid
orientation and trainin_Q
competi_tiue benefits includfhg 401 K, referral programs and our Earning and
Learning Program

WHEN?
HirinQ Now! Man11 openin11s still auailable. If 11ou are lookin!l for what we haue to
offer'; and posses"S a winnfng attitude with gre-:it communicafion skills contact us!

HOW?
Call us to start your application process and schedule a telephone interuiew: .

259-5206
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If yoa ' ra "doing" too rnacfi foot work, or "doing" a Io-va/fiata
tf,ing Witfi yoar car, Do 'I'bc BUS ... iIJ.Stcad! "Pick, ap yoar Matro
Bas Qaartar -Pass for $18 at tfia Atwood Main Dask,. It's good for
anlirnitad ridas on tfia Campas Clippar or tfia antira Matro Bas systarn! Sooo - Don't waar oat yoar faat. wasta yoar car or pat ap Witfi
park,ing problarns. "Do 'I'ba BUS" iIJ.S!Rad - AU o-var towq!
ttoata scfiadalas aI}d qaartcr passas a-vailabla at Atwood Mail} D«sl\.

Jill I lrQIIIIS

For more information, call 251-RIDE

,·•·

Wfiah-vc:r yoa do ... Do tfic BUS ... Inihad ~

